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fire upon the rebels a few mingot into line. As soon as we
were in position we gave the rebels a volley,
upon which they retreated within the lines,
sending an occasional bullet whizzing aboutour
ears.
We fired eight or ten rounds, and then
no enemy being in sight, lay down.
While we
were tiring the men exhibited the utmost coolness, aiming as carefully and steadily as tho’
shooting squirrels at long range, or turkies
and chickens at a Thanksgiving shooting
match. Throughout the whole tight, indeed,
the greatest coolness and determination was
exhibited by both officers and men.
Our
Colonel, Lieut Col. and Major were, whenever
I saw them, as cool and self-possessed as when
on brigade drill; and a
part of the time, at
least, remained standing when the regiment
was lying down, even under the hottest shelling. All day a rebel battery upon the end and
highest point of a ridge opposite our left, bad
kept up a continual tire, hut at an hour before
sunset its shots became less frequent, while the
batteries on our side were pouring upon it a
heavy storm of shot and shell.
I was looking toward it, and had jnst remarked to the Captain of iny company, “We
have pretty much silenced that battery, I
think,-’ when putfs of white smoke burst out
from tlie woods at short intervals along the
whole line, and a perfect theet of shot and
shell whirled over our heads. Hardly had the
report reached onr ears, when from our own
batteries
pealed an answering note. One of
our batteries was directly iu rear of us, and
one of the rebels’ directly in front, and
though
most of the shells Hew harmlessly over our
the
horrible screeching of the flying
heads,
missiles, with the occasional striking of shot
and pieces of shell in our ranks, made our position anything but pleasant. Withiuan hour
most of the rebel guns were silenced, though
a few of their guns with ours kept up the music till dark. From some of the guns, pieces
of railroad iron about a loot in length were
thrown, and these could be distinguished by
their peculiar sound, which resembled a rapidly repeated pronunciation of the word
“whicher.” I saw one of them lying on the
field after the fight, an ugly lookiug missile,
utes

Xo sooner does the gray dawn appear than
the vigilant enemy renew their firing; it is as
I» published «t No. 82) EXCHANGE STREET,
spiritedly returned; an orderly soon cornea in
from headquarters with directions to our comIn FOX BLOCK, by
manding officers to permit no tiring, except it
rOSTEB, OILMAN and MALL,
may be necessary to hold our position. Early
Under the firm name of
in the forenoon the enemy threw three
shells,
N. A. FOSTE R A CO.
two of which struck upon our left flank,—
a
man
of
the
44th
New
wounding
York; the
Terms:
third fell in our rear. It was a matter of surThe Portland Daily Press is published every
prise to us that they did not continue, as they
had obtained such an accurate range. Nothmorning, (Sundays excepted), at *6,00per year in advance, to which will be added twenty-live cents for
ing but rifle shot was tlred'upon 11s lor the remainder of the day; one man only was killed,
each three months’ delay, and if not paid at the cud
and two or three wounded. At about nine
of the year the pa|>er will be discontinued.
o'clock
in the evening we were relieved, and
Single copies three cents.
marched back into the city; our men bivouacked in the streets, but most of the officers
Rates of Advertising:
and some of the privates made themselves
Transient Advertisements, *1.00 per square,
comfortable in the deserted houses.
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
Monday was a day of rest for our brigade,
more than one week, 91.26 per square; 76 cents per
and very grateful were the men for it.
They
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made,
of
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Exhibitions, fee., under head of Amusements,
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o'clock,
flLOO per square per week.
P. M., just as we were felicitating ourselves
Special Notices, *1.60 per square for first week,
with the idea that we were to remain all night
*1.00 per week after.
in our comfortable quarters, our regiment
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
marched into the outskirts of the city and
took position around a house, in support (as
per line for ene Insertion. No charge less than fifty
we supposed) of artillery.
cents.
Sentinels were
Legal Notices at usual rates.
posted, and the men, wearied with their longcontinued
labors, soon fell asleep. At twelve
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
o’clock we were again under arms,
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
marching
to the right with the 12th Xew York, and rethe Stste) for 88 cents per square iu addition to the
lieved
three
which
were
regiments
stationed
above rates fbr each insertion.
in and in rear of rifle pits, within one hundred
Transient advertisements most be paid for in adand filly yards of the rebel lines, with ortlers
vance.
to “hold the position at all hazards.”
Videttes were posted, and we set to work
digging
t7r All communications intended for the paper
more pits. After working ultout an hour, an
should be directed to the Editors of the Prest,” and
order came for us to withdraw into the city;
those of a business character to the Publuhen.
we proceeded
through the city and across the
river into Falmouth, your correspondent nevSS^The Portland Daily and Maine State
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82J Exchange
er dreaming, till we were about half
way from
the outposts to the bridge, that our troops
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evewere evacuating Fredericksburg.
The third
ning, from 7 o’clock in the morniug to 9 iu the
brigade was the last to cross, occupying the
evening.
responsible position of covering the retreat
£AT"' Job Printing of every description executed
(if retreat it must lie called.) We marched
with dispatch; and all busiuess pertaining to the ofabout a mile back from the river, nearly to the
fice or paper promptly transacted on application as
ground we had occupied before going over to
above
Fredericksburg; a drenching rain came in
just before halting, which continued till morning and served to increase my gloomy feelings
as 1 sat down to wait for
daylight. While getting breakfast, an orderly came with instructions to march back to our old camp ground,
Correspondence of the Press.
and here we are, in the very place we occupied for two weeks before the battle.
From the 20th Maine Regiment.
That the behaviour of the Twentieth was
Camp near Fai.moptu, Va., |
creditable to itself and tile Stale it represents,
December 19, 1862.
)
is the testimony ol all men and officers who
The telegraph has already told its gloomy
saw it while under lire.
The eooolness and
tale. Another battle has been fought, and iu
bravery with which it met the murderous fire
unfortunate results are known in almost every
of the enemy is said to have been unusual;
loyal hamlet either North or South, and many that of the stall officers could not have been
a household sorrows lor the loss of a
belter. Col. Ames showed himself a learless
missing
or suffering of a wounded member, unrelieved
and skillful officer, as was expected: and an
by the cheers of any success as the consoling anecdote of I.t. Col. Chamlicrlain will show
fruit of suffering and death.
him to be a brave suldier, as well as an efficient
As welcome a visitor as the Press lias ever '■ instructor. The
right wing was ordered to
been in camp, 1 shall dread to see the number
remove a board fence, about which the bullets
whose telegraphic column shall contain the
were
whistling pretty Ireely, but no one movfinal account of the battle of Fredericksburg.
ed. when the colonel stepped forward and
We had i........i
1... .1.1.. i. .1_: .1
taking hold of it, asked, “l)o you want me to
a different result, and the whole
do it?” Aid was immediately forthcoming,
army of the
Potomac gallantly strove to obtain it, destined
and the fence soon came down.
to disappoiutineut, but though disappointed
Assistant Surgeon Hersom was taken prisnot yet disheartened. If, with all the resourcs
oner by the rebels on Tuesday, and
paroled
of the loyal States, with all the generous outon Friday.
He talked with many rebels, both
of treasure aud life—if with right on
officers and privates, and among them with
giving
our side, we canuot succeed in establishing
Gen. Curshaw, of South Carolina, who told
law and order in place of a mutinous siavoerahim that our men fought splenidly and made
the
heart
well
feel
sick
and
cy,
some of the most gallant
might
ask will
charges ever known
truth forever lag behind? Where the responremarking further, “Your men are good fightU... .1
m
sibility of the defeat should rest, may not be
n.
J”"1 wtuvv.o,
for subalterns to inquire; but we will still believe, that the suffering endured and gallantFrom the 17th Maine Keignient.
ry displayed by our troops will not always be
turned to bitterness by such meager victories
Camp Pitcher, Va., )
aud disasters as have hitherto attended the arDec. 10,1«}2.
)
of
the
Potomac.
my
Editors Press :—We have at hist seen a
The Maiue Twentieth was in the engagcbattle, or at least a portion of one—quite
mebt of Saturday ; it returned from picket oil
enough, however to satisfy our curiosity. The
Wednesday afternoon, just in season to pre- “big dailies” and the telegraph have informed
pare for marching on the following morning.
you and your readers iu relation to general
Early on the morning of Thursday the I loom- leutures of the combat, but they have not
ing of artillery called us to breakfast, and we given the details of t"e part taken by Maine
marched at daylight. Our march was not a
troops,—details which must be interesting to
long one, however, for we went only about tlie friends of those troops at home. My obthree miles, and halted near the Lacey house,
servation was of course limited to tlie t roops
remaining till dark, when we inarched into hi our own division and those engaged in our
some woods upou our left and
for
immediate vicinity, comprising tlie :Jd, 4th,
encamped
th« night. Next day we muved still nearer
ltitii ami 17th Maine Regiments, aud the 2d
the river, but did not cross ami, much to our
and 5th Maine Batteries.
We broke camp on tlie morning of Thursdisappointment, spent another night on the
north side of the ltappahaunock. On Saturday tlie lltli at sunrise ami marched about a
day the battle was recommenced with terrific mile toward tlie Iront, where we halted in a
fury and the third brigade was early put in Held and remained until sunset All day our
readiness lor inarching. During the forenoon
batteries stationed upon tin* northern hunk of
we waited, listening to the almost uninterthe river kept up a rapid aud coutiuuous lire,
wiiieh was not replied to by the rebels. At
rupted roar of artillery and incessant volleys
of musketry. At a little past noon we moved
about sunset tlie til ing ceased, aud we were
on to the heights overlooking the city, and
ordered into tlie woods near us where we eucould distinctly see the engagement upon the
C4iui|ied lor tlie night, o ir whole division, Birright. 1 watched with iutense Interest the
ney’s, being encaui|ie<l near us. We remained
efforts made by a portion of oar troops to gain
here, until near sunset of Friday, aud then
of
the
crest
of
a
hiil
in
front
of
marched down tin- river two or three miles
possession
just
a rebel battery.
At one time our lines would
and bivouacked in tlie woods a mile aud a
seem to waver, then to stand firm, their ranks
half from tlie shore. On Saturday inorning.at
rowing thinner from continuous streams of half past four we broket-amp again and marchealh from cannon and rifle all Die while; once
ed towards the river stopping two or three
the enemy charged upon them in a well formtunes on tlie way.
At about ten o’clock wc
ed line and with seemingly overwhelming imwere ordered forward, in an hour or more we
but
were
soon
driven baek to the
petuosity,
crossed tlie pontoon bridge; about two and a
shelter of their rifle pits. While every eye
half miles below Fredericksburg. From the
seemed riveted to this spot, the bugles soundbridge we moved at double quick to the left,
ed Foncard, and we were soon on our way
obliquing toward the front in order to support
across the river.
Marching through to the
a portion of Franklin’s Division, which was
outskirts of the city, our brigade formed in
giving way. We came on tlie Held at double
line of battle in a muddy street, protected by a
quick lime under a tremendous tire of shell 1
slight rise of grouud, and lay down awaiting from a rebel battery, posted in the edge of
the command which was soon to usher us inthe woods on a bill iu front of us. Our posi|
to the fierce raging conflict. The ballets
tion was in an opeu Held crossed by occasionwhistled past, struk the ground among aud in
ill deep ditches, and extending from the road
rear of us; the shrieking shells tore their way
behind us, to the foot or the hill oil the top of
along in mid air, exploited over our heads, or which the rebel lines were formed. Tlie disploughed the earth just beyond; the wounded, tance from the road to the rebel lines could
covered with blood, assisted by their comrades,
not have been more than half a mile.
Our
us on their way to the rear, some groanbatteries were posted, two or three of them at
passed
ing with excessive pain, others calling out least on a knoll, or ridge about half way from
“Go in, boys; we're driving the devilsall
the road to tlie rebel iulruncbinents. Of what
occurred outside our own regiment lor the
together combined to form a scene calculated
to try the stoutest heart, and if there were
first hour I know hut very little, as I was too
much engaged iu watching the coiniumy aud
any cowards to make them quail before the
HanmiPtt tliov wun> an unnn tn umoumf
aueiming to me execution ol me orders ol luy I
We had not long to wait; the command, i superior officers, to watch other regiments.
“Attention P brought us to our feet, and we ;
I Mir first line of battle w as lormcd
parallel !
advanced under a most galling cross Ore from
with the road, and about tilty yards in front ol
both artillery and infantry, a distance of nearit. As soon as the line w’as formed the men I
ly a fourth of a mile, directly to the front, were ordered to liw down. In a few minutes
where another brigade had lieeu for several
we, were ordered back and lay down behours gallantly holding the enemy in check.
hind an embankment on the rear side of the !
In a few miuutes Col. Stockton, commanding
road, iu the edge of a cornfield. While lying
our brigade, approached Col. Ames, and
said, here, the shells dew thick aud fast about us,
“Colonel, can you relieve that regiment in bursting in the air over our heads, and scatfront?” The answer, “Ccrtaiuly,” given in
tering pieces about us, striking the bauk and
the quietest and most self-possessed manner
bespattering us with mud, but hurling no one.
most
possible,
certainly gave me additional us- It was quite enough, however to try the
We were halted on a slight emisurance.
strongest nerves. For myself, I have never
whicii
we
nence, up
immediately proceeded to heard any thing in the way of noise, half as
the very front, and lying down continued the
disagreeable as the howlinjj aud screeching ol
Are upon the enemy, who, under protection of
those Rebel missiles. We lay behind this emtheir rifle pits, were pouring volley upon volbankment, only a short time, perhaps twenty i
ley of musketry over and into our ranks. It minutes aud were then ordered forward again. I
was about an hour before sunset.
As the sun
We inarched hack to our tlrst position, “dresswent down there was a cessation for a few I ed” our line and
lay down again.
then
the
minutes;
Soon the order came.
tiring recommenced with
“Attention, 17th
redoubled fury, as if the enemy fully intended
Maine,” and we were up again. This time we
to annihilate us.
It continued for
an
marched by the right dank to a position on
hour after dark, when it ceased on both sides,
the right of our tlrst one and were cousideraaud the work of death for that day was done.
bly in advance of it. In this place we lay !
Our regiment sufl'ered but little on its way
down again, somewhat sheltered by the ridge
j
to the front, but the loss of the 44th N. York,
u|iou which the batteries were posted. Here
which was on our left, was considerable. Our
I think the drsl loss on our
A
occured.
jiart
whole loss for the day amounted to three
shell exploded in Company It, wounding four
killed, and about thirty wounded. It is necmen. For some reason the “ambulance
corps,”
who were seen carrying off wounded men
essary to hold the position, aud we must remain on the battlefield all night, with the dead
from some of the regiments on the same held,
around us for companions, aud the shrieks of
did not coine near us, and our wounded, thro’
the wounded filling our ears; no fires are althe whole tight, when unable to walk, were
lowed, and the tired soldier has no alternative
carried off in blankets. Here the Pennsylvabut to munch his hardbread, and drink bis
nia Reserves passed iu disorder through our
canteen of water in silence and darkness; it
lines, many of them wounded in the head,
is a clear, still, cold night, and
sleep is almost arms, Ac., but able to walk off supported by
impossible. At twelve o’clock I decide not to their comrades. We were ordered, alter lying
continue longer the vain endeavors to
sleep, | here for about half an hour, to march by the
and walk about to warm iny chilled limbs, ovlell flank in double-quick time, and again lay
er the field of the recent conflict.
Here aud
down for a few minutes in front of one ol the
there lay the dead in
ditches intersecting the Held. We were orevery possible posture,
some still clutching a musket in their
deathly dered from this place to advance to repel an atThe
is
grasp.
ground
strewn with guns, j taek of the enemy upon one of our batteries.
blankets, canteens, Ac. Occasionally we hear ; This last position was nearly half way from
the report of a musket tired
by a wounded I the road to the rebel lines, aud within rifle
sufferer to attract attention. All
along the range of a portion of them. The 37th New
road we see the shadowy forms of the ambuYork, Col. Hainan’s “Irish Rifles.” upon our
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Constantly on hand. Lead ripes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer rumps «f %|) kiuds
julySPdly

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by forni*hiug the
purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.
CHAW, r. CBOWMAN
THOB. H POOR.
Je24tf

Registers, Ventilators, Ac.

Pensions

(Office No. 9 State House.)

r,nt

No. 124 Eichasoi Street. T

Tailor,

—

Photograph,

DO

-MAKER

dispensary

HOUSE FURNISHING

Agent,

Augusta, Me.

HATE
(Fox

or

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

CROS.TI.4N A POOR,

-ALSO-

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

Procured for widows

1STew

From the celebrated Barstow Stove Co.

Pensions,

Goods A Chemical*.

Ambrotype

not fcil to call at No. 27 Market
Square, where
‘h«r take PERFECT LIKENESSES, aad wnr
satisfaction, at price* rhleh defy

TORK STREET, 1*0RTLAND, ME.
Je23dtf

HOWARD,

THE

stock in this department is complete, comprising every article used in the art.
MORRISON fc CO.,
un*24dtfw3t
26. Market Sqnare.

YOU

PLUMBER.

Sugar Refinery,

BAKING.

Stoves, Furnaces and Ranges,

where he will execute in an artistic manner all kinds
8100 Bounty Money, Back Pay,
of ORNAMENTAL PAINTING, such as Signs,rurtains, Ilanners, Landscapes, Figures, Flowers, Scroll
And Pensions.
Work, Ac.
A long aud thorough apprenticeship to the mechanundersigned is prepared to obtain from the
ical branch of the business, and several years study
United States Government, S100 Bounty Money,
of the higher brauches of the Art, have rendered him ! Back Pay. he., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying
in the U. 8. service.
qual tied to execute every variety of work in the
most elegant styles, and lie hopes by diligence and
constant attention to business, to merit the patronInvalid
age of the public.
TMTCAkD SIGNS of all varieties painted to j Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
order.
JOHN fi. HUDSON, Ju„
of the United States, in the line of duty.
doc4 d4w
No. 27 Market Square.
j

Photographic

Best

3T Market
July l«tb, 1862.

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

—DEALER IK—

decl2 dSw

Sqaaie,

Portland, Any. 8,

FOR SALE BY

REMOVED TO-

No. 27 Market

—

Portland.

...

tention to their

SAM’L GOULD, President.
J. Goodrich, Secretary.

Exchange

con-

EXCHANGE STREET,

98

SALE.

-WAFT THE-

ST-

we mean a stove so perfectly fitted as to
place the
draft of the stove entirely within the coutrol of the
person using it; euabhug him to preserve either a
wood or coal tire for
many hours, by simply closing
the draft slide, thus
great economy in time,
aud in cost of fuel, as well as avoiding the dust consequent upou rekindling

outto95

Street

Congi-em Street,
IP

ESTABLISHMENT,
—

FOR

augtdtf

Fwrilaad, Me.

A. D, REEVES,

the removal of a simple plate) iu connection with
the larger oven for baking.
Wherever these stoves have been used, they have
given universal satisfaction.

Commonwealth of MaafiachnaettP.
Suffolk pb.. December 10, 1862.
Personally appealed Samuel Gould. President, aud
Jas. J. Goodrich, Secretary of the above Company,
and severally made oath that the above statement,
by them subscribed, is. in their belief, true.
Before me,
William T. Andrews,
Justice of the Peace.

No. 3

TAILORING

lby

X-CWII1U VfcLi.

B.

CRUTCHES,

SPKCJUES LIMBS MA r BE SEES AT
373

..Jc93tf
AND
NAVY

ARMY

But the novel—the peculiar feature of the MODEL
]
I COOK—that which distinguishes it from all others—
i* the addition of a Ventilated Roasting Oven wit hi 1
j the
body of the stove aud iu front of the fire: so arranged that it cau be used separately for roasting, or

Nothing.

NATH'L F. DEERING,

Conanaerelal Siren,

STOVE

ROASTING AND

AND

MERRILL S WUARF,

I

securing

46. How many shares of the capital stock
are pledged to the Company ?
None.
46. Balance to credit of profit aud loss account?
282,248 34
47. Balance to debit of profit and loss account?
Nothing.
48. How many shares of the capital stock
are owne by the Couipauy, or uot subscribed for?
None.
49. What amount of the capital consists of
the stockholders’notes?
N thing.
Jas.

tbe

The senior partner of the Company, whose experiof nearly a quarter of a century in the Stove
Manufacture, says—that by an

!

-ALSO.-

8heet Gutta Percha for
Splints,

ADDISON FUVE.

ence

per ceut. of premiums.
41. Amount of premium notes on risks not
terminated?
155.367 18
42. Amount of delinquent notes not charged to profit and loss?
26 00
43. Highest rate of interest received? Six
cent.
per
44. Highest rate of iuterest paid on money

at

MEAD OF

England.

I

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL L I BBS,

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Company,

TIGHT

-iOHT »OI-

DKALEKB IS-

Whose Castings stand unrivalled throughout New

AIK

TITCO.NIB,

WILLl.tn

Ft’BLIC.

dtf

Apotheoary,

Corn, Meal, Oats, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Malt, Ac.
I
AMARIAH FROST,

line of

Clotlis,

"

L. H.

together

keep

*

AT No. 66 EXCHANGE STREET.

ALBERT WEBB A AO.,

in the

TO THE

ahall

we

BOSTON,

prepared to make them np at short notice.'
Call and bee,

Portland. 8-pt. 24. 18«2.

Maaeae. Flo»t k Farsharioa leaeed nr Mill and
purchmurd mr atock and trade, I cheerfully recoinmend them to my customers.
Portland. Nor. 1,1*2.
W. C. BRADLEY.
uov.3 tf

Cook Stoves,
!

And is

FRYE,

near

—

full assortment of

a

| Military

No. lOO Commercial Street,

With Two Ovens,

IN

INVESTMENTS !

4c

llOM

large and well (elected Stock of

a

have taken Store

and

AN AIR TIGHT STOVE

INTERNALJtEVENUE.

borrowed?

a»*«eiated ourselves
aud style or

R1TC1M1U

YORK AND

Also

Exchange Street, Portland.

name

Cook!

improvement#

REEVES,

Cloths, Cassimere* and Vestings I

Pumps,

Copartnership Notice.

—

greatest

NEW

With

Or Bair Mattresses renovated. Furniture repaired aud varnished. Chairs re-caned in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought
sold or exchangedJul30d6m

..

of modern

■

MaaufoctBrrt sf

have this day
WEunder
the

,or,

The Tailor,
HAS JU8T

—

PAHIAETt7

F.

Portland, Nor. 1.1862.

! The

i^V.

IOSS, fc., tfc.

148

j

3Iotlel

D.

Merrill.

b. d.

I

)

afall

sriuxo-BEBs, mattbesses. pew-ccsb-

imparting

! The

noon

Lonagem Hedstends,

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as IC
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tom? to the digestive
properties,
organs, »nd a bloumiug. soft and healthy skin ami
**
complexion.
WE REFER TO
a few well known gentlemen aud
phvsicians who
have tried the Wine:
Gen. Wiutieid Scott,USA. I Dr. Wilson, 11th st., NY.
Gov Morgan, N Y State. | Dr Ward. Newark, N. J.
l>r. J.R.Chilton,N.Y.City. Dr. Doughertv, Newark
Dr. Parker. N V. City.
N.J.
Dm. Darcy It Nicholl.Sew- Dr. Marcy, New York.
ark. N.J.
j Dr. Taist, Philadelphia.
ty*None genuine without the signature of “ALFRED SPEER, Pa».-aic, N. J.,” is over the cork of
each bottle.
Zr*LAKE OVE TRIAL OF TIPS WIS E.
For sale by Druggists aud all first class dealers.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vixetard-Passaic, New Jersey.
Office—208 Broad wav. New York.
JOHN LA FOY. Paris,
dec22 dly
Agent for Frauce aud Germany.

_

75perceut.

bond.

Wharf. .Poitlaid Ml

PAINE,
WILLIAM C. HOW,

furniture,

aud children.

......

standing

JOHIf

and

Roofing Slate,
Commercial Street.
Smith'.

HFNRT L.

UPHOLSTERER

bv chemists and

as

A

Force and Suction

WILLIAM

possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines iu use, aud an excellent article for
all weak aud debilita ed per-om*, and the aged, aud
infirm, improving the appetite, and benetitting ladies

is

** L

auK^dly

STEER'S WINE
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the juice of the Portugal Sambuci grape, cultivated in New

Wood

Opposite

Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
.All kinds of fixtures for hot aud cold water
•et up in the best-manner.
All orders in city or
country personally attended to
*

DIURETIC.

paine & ca r

370

building,

Bath

imparts

physicians

Closets, Urinals,

«■”«

-Dealers in-

<’onl,

Street, Portland, Me.

Water

tho*

(Formerly WILLIAM C HOW* CO.,)

PLUMBERS,
No. 27 Union

by

It
a healthy action of the Clauds,
Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beueiicial in Dropsy,Gout
aud Rheumatic Affections.

__

Neatly

Hospitals,

aud American

European

uable grape.

RETURN

all

henry l

I. D. MERRILL A ( O,

of the first families in Europe and America.
AS A TONIC
It • as no equal, causing an appetite and building
up
the system, being eutirely a pure wine of a most val-

some

STREET

Widgery1. Wharf,)

Partlaad. Me.

JOHN ROBINSON.
15.1862.
rtecls ,f

Dec.

MERCHANTS.

-WL“ **““•

Exchange Street,

_

Portland,

the

celebrated.in Europe for its medicinal and beneficial
as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, aud
Sudorific, highly esteemed bv eminent physicians,

Manufacturers’ Insurance Co.,

JOHN

use

qualities

Office.

the

--

STORES.COMMERCIAL

(Opposite head of

and fitted it up anew, 1 am now readv to
wait
my former customers and the public
generally,
hours, with all the luxuries of the day.

£
s ^

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, *-60,000.
Equitable Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought alwav* to he the
first consideration in effecting insurance,' is here offered to the public, at the lowest rates of
premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.

to re-insure
required
risks? From

GRANITE

EXCHANGE

No». 17 dt 19

CP
3

c

40. Amount

--AND

COMMISSION

at

Having leased

417

"^^"hol©sa,l© Q-rooers
9

OF THI

OP

-OF THE-

And I would also call attention to the following
provisions of the said Act, respecting Licenses:
“If any person or persons shall exercise or carry
on auy fra/fc or business hereinafter mentioned, for
the exercising or carrying ou w hich trade or business
a license is required by this act, without taking out
such license as in that behalf required, he, she, or
they shall, for every such offence, respectively, forfeit
a penalty
equal to three timeg the amount of the duty
or turn of money im/tmiedfor gurh licenee."
NATH L J. MILLER,
Collector of 1st Collection District
iu the State of Maine.
Portland, Dec. 13th, 1862.
dtf

ii. i%a
-----A C©„

Eating House.

S

street

JOHN LYNCH

clothing,

MERCHANT S’

Tailor,

exchange

Portland, Aug.

Furnishing Goods,

will sell

we

REEVES,

»«

prices to suit the times.
Portland. Nov. 19.1862.
dtf

35

National Insurance Compeiiy,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus *500,000.

■

STOCK

FULL

Gentlemen’s

|
1

O

A. D.

lit.

-AND-

ti

|

A

ready-made

=
e5

2-

daily receiving
* the

Latest. Styles of

1 1

WARREN SPARROW,
oace 74 Middle, rsr. .f Eiek»|ell.,
PORTLAND, ME.,
Agent of the following First Class Insurance Co’,;

‘‘Boyd’s Building,” opposite Pott

I

are

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

if

INSURANCE.

hand, and

on

I

£

Boys, Boy*, Boy*.

Fancy Doeskins and Casslmcres.

5

■5

We lay on the field all night, and expected
that the light would open again iu the morning, and that we should he ordered to charge
on the rebel lines, hut the quiet of the SabOF BOSTON.
bath, balmy and beautiful as Indian summer,
ON THE FIRST DAT OF NOVEMBER, 1882.
was unbroken, save by occasional shots from
our cannon, and a
desultory fire of sharpshooters on both sides. One or two instances
1. State the name of thf Company. Manufacturer*’ Insurance Company.
of wounds and
esca|>es in our regiment were
2.
Where located? Beaton.
peculiar. A young man in Co. A, a corporal
3. Wliou incorporated? February 23, 1922.
tic;
name of Faine, who was left at home I 4. Amount of C
by
apital?
9400.000
sick, joined the regiment Friday night. On ; & Amount of Capital actually paid in?
400,000
•
6. Number of share#, and liar value of
as
he
was
on
his
face
with
his
Saturday,
lying
each? 4000—#100.
forehead resting on his clasped hands, a ball j 7. Amount
of fire ri»k< outstanding?
8.812,704
passed through his cap vizor, taking oil' the
8. Amount of marine rink*
outstanding? 7,887[491
9. Total amount of
lore linger, breaking the second finger and tarisks?
oaaatundiug
16,600,255
of L'uited |tate* stock or treaking oil' the tip of tlie third finger on the left 10. Amount
sury notes owued bv the Company?
hand, and cutting a bit from the tip of the
State amount of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
right fore finger; it then passed into tlie
20.000
L'uited States 7 3-|0 Bonds, p. v. per
ground without doing further mischief. Anshare 8100—ni. v. 9104
20 000
other young man, iu tlie same positiou, had
11. Amount of State stocks State amount
his knapsack tore from his back by a rebet
of each kind.aud par value and market
shell. One piece of shell about two and a half
value of each.
12. Amount of bank stocks? 8tate amount
inches square slightly wounded a man in the
of each kind, and par value and marranks, and struck Maj. West a smart blow in
ket value of each.
his side, just upon Ids sword hilt, inflicting no
p.v. m.v.costonbks.
Injury. One of our men w as struck upon the
1275 shrs City Bank,Boston, 100 102
118,368 74
j!,. ULa.,L
shoulder by a disk or truck of cast iron, about
ore Bank, Bo-ton.
100 117
two inches in diameter, and hall’ an inch in
64,005 32
60.) shs Sbawmut Bank.Bosthickness, and having a small hole in the cen*«»».
100
92
44.108 00
w.1.
tj
x.
oi vu. x,
10aha North Bank. Boston, 100
uiuuj
ivjjui ina am90
1*6 49
43 shs Traders Bank,
loo
95
ed, i» still living, but his recovery is somewhat
3.3*'9 2'»
250
State Bauk.
60
65
14.668 37
doubtful. He » as wounded iu the left thigh
140“ Granite Bank,
100 102
13 965 00
by a piece of sie il which shattered the bone. i
1®
100 108
Eagle Bank.
16,432 22
With some slight changes of position we lay
160
Kail Koad Bank, Low«U,
75 80
upon the Held until ten o’clock on Monday
11,002 00
100 shs Bay Stale Bank,
night, but saw uo lighting after Saturday
Lawrence.
75
75
7,500 00
night. On Monday night at about ten, we
20 shs Market Bank. Boston, 70
72
00
New England Bauk,
marehed, under cover of the darkness and faBoston.
100 103
vored by a strong southerly wind, across the
6.9(2 75
river, and cncaui|>ed iu the woods, and on the
14
next morning came here near our old place.
13 Amount of railroad stock,* State anrt
Here we are trying to make ourselves comot each kind, and par value and niarket value ot each
fortable. blit lIKlugli otic 11.,, t.'iit." mr„ such
None,
u. Aisvnm «r ..OToaa*v.»<L*
State am t
flue things, and make such comHirtalile and i
ot each kiud. and par value auo ®..r„
ket value of each.
pleasant houses, yet when each company has
£102.000 Bonds
Cheshire Kail Koad, par >aiue 100,maronly one or two axes, and one spade, with no
ket value 102.
87.783 67
other tools, there must necessarily !>e some
15. Cash value of real estate owned by the
suffering before all can fit up houses. I will
Company.
39.283 03
send you a S|>cciinen of shelter tent cloth some
16. Amount of cash on hand, including advances on losses not adjusted ?
time, that you may judge how^pod a protec72,013 63
17. Am’t of cash iu hands of agents* None.
tion it would be against rain or Cold. Now it
18. Amouut loaued ou mortgage of real esis cold enough to freeze water exposed in kettate*
172,000 00
tles within ten minutes after it comes from the
19. Amount loaned on collateral *
77,778 67
20. Amouut loaned without collateral*
63,766 81
spring.
21. Amouut of all other investment-*
12,000 00
22. Amount of premium notes ou risks terminated*
5,237 18
23 Amount of borrowed money .specifying
collaterals given for the same* None.
24. Amount oflosses dueand unpaid? None.
25. Amouut of losses claimed
First Collection District, Maine.
and unpaid *
_..
26. Amount of losses reported cow,l*uercd
pursuance of the provisions of the Act of Conupon which the liability
_°*\e
Question,
ot the Company is not degress entitled “An Act to provide Internal Revenue to support the Government and pay the Interest
termiued ?
58,900 00
on the public debt," approved July 1st, 1n3, 1 here27. Amouut of all other claims against the
by rive notice that I have received from the Assessor
None.
Compauy ?
of the First Collection District in the State ol Maine,
28. Amount of cash received for premiums
the annual Lists of Taxes and Duties assessed iu the
ou tire risks?
68,729 50
29. Amount of cash received for premiums
month of September, and the inonthlv List lor the
months ol October and November, 1862; that the
on marine risks?
22,678 66
said Taxes and Duties have become due and payable,
30. Amouut of notes received for premiums
and that I will be iu attendance at my office,'over
ou tire risks?
None.
Store No. 92Commercial Street, Portland. from the
31. Amount of notes received for premiums
first to the fifteenth day of January, 1863, for the
on marine risks?
229.237 82
of
said
32.
Amount of cash received for interest?
receiving
taxes, and granting Lipurpose
51,110 94
censes to all persons within that portion of the First
33. Amount of income received from all
District included in the County of Cumberland.
ot her sources ?
2.936 08
And I further jtive notice, and call attention to the
34. Amouut of die losses paid last year?
86.873 65
35. Amount of mariue losses paid last year? 44,273 75
following provisions of the Act:
“All persons who shall neglect to pay the dutiet
36. Amount of dividend paid the last year? 12 ,000 <tf)
and tareg, so as aforesaid assessed upon them, to the
37. Amount paid for expeuses of otlice?
14.274 24
Collector or his Deputies, within the times above
88. Amount of other expenditures? >
10,200 00
shall
be
liable
to
Amount received iu cash for tire risks
ten
39.
pay
per Cititum addispecided,
tional upon the amount thereof."
not terminated?
70,710 42

MOSES

B»ve

|

DIRECTORS:

Win. Drummond, G. E. R. Patten,
Sam’l I. Robinson, E. K. Harding
Arthur Bewail,
J. p. Morse,
Lewis Blackmer,
*»avid Patten,
8. A. Houghton,
a. C. Jameson.
E. K. HARDING,
President,
E. C. HYDE. Secretary.
7
8.1882.
d6m

BROWN,

BSTandUOiTDMIUABLBBTTLICBof

2 &

John Patten,
Oliver Moses,
M. F. Gannett,
J. II. McLellau,
Jas. !•. Patten,

truly.

MM.

C8E.

CARDS.'

BU8IXESS

At 012 Middle Street,
Opposite the Custom Bouse,

>||

OP

exceeding

June 23.

4-AKDIftER Si

►»

#S00,000;

Office in

HIXE.

For Females, Weakly Persons and Invalids

And that
are prepared to make insurance on the
mutual pnuciplo. against marine risks, not

epi'ili

FHYA1CIA58’

FOE

THE

FIRE

SAiUMJCI

BUSINESS CARDS.

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,
Of Choice Oporto Grape,

OFFICE UNDER THE SAUADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT S I'REET.
President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
Marine Insurance Company give notiee that their
Capital Stock amounts to

Bath, July

Na le0

MEDICAL.

MUTUAL

they

1862.

and Charters for vessel*
dAwtlmT

M Commercial Street,
1

fulWdftwU

Thomas Block,

PORTLAND MR

THE DAILY PRESS.

|

position, and driven across the Neuse
bridge, which they attempted to destroy, was saved by desperate fightting, thus strengthening the impression that

1

Gen. Foster’s command would advance on the
line of the railroad north of the Neuse. Gen.

Ihosen

into Kinston. The

PORTLAND, MAINE

Wednesday Morning, December 31,1868.
__

—

■■■■.

«

Evans fell back to

Moseley Hall, a station 12
Kinston, and made extensive
preparations to bold this position In lorce.—
Our troops lay in Kinston Sunday night. They
had captured eleven pieces of artillery, four
or five hundred prisoners (aftewards paroled)
and abundant quartermaster's and commissary stores. An attempt to bring gunboats into
action against Kinston failed on account of

Tjs Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the

miles west of

city.

To the Benevolent l'rlends of the Press.
In accordance with

observed by

some

custom heretofore

a

city cotemporaries,
Treasury of the

of our

propose to pay into the

we

Widows’ Wood Society,

the low water.

j

of all !

General Foster's Operations in North far.
olina.

throng of telegrams and army letters
respecting the battle of Fredericksburg, the
The

Committee

Congressional

report of the

subject,

the same

pointed to investigate

apthe

benevolent associations organized to supply
the pressing needs of the sick and wounded in
hospital, have hitherto precluded any suitable

find

thus

as

brief a statement of the results

of General Foster's expedition
any clear

apprehension

Major General

of

can

as

them,

Foster was graduated at West Point in 1842, standing tourth
In the class with McClellan. “Stonew all-'Jackthe

In

artillery

kept alive,

war, he

enemy's

the

fire.

the three

tive

ippi

any blockade ever was. The Mississis held by rebel arms only at Vicksburg;

and

against

as

that

city Farragut is moving from
north, and Grant

the south, Sherman from the
overland from the northeast.
defies our efforts.
ies the stream of

Through
men

Richmond still
two

great

arter-

and material flows and

throughout Seecssia. These are the
great lines of railway through Eastern Ten-

returns

along the Atlantic

and

A great
deal of foolish criticism has been wasted upon
nessee

coast.

the Administration, because it failed to rescue
loyal population of Eastern Tennessee;

the

but it should be remembered that the occupation of Chattanooga, or of Knoxville, would be

operation

whit easier than the occupation of Richmond itself, since the line of com-

an

munic&tl

no

hich

they belong
by the enemy without at the same
time abandoning all hopes of the prospective
Confederacy.
To appreciate the results of Gen. Foster's
>n

to

w

cannot

lie

abandoned

recent movements then, it must lie remembered that the Xorth Curolina sounds were occu-

for the purpose of strikiug a blow
at tlie Atlantic line of railway
connecting the
head and members of tlie Conspiracy. There
may have been some collateral aims, but this

pied simply

was

the main purpose. The rectangular newsdiagram below cannot be expected

paper

o

o

Portsmouth.

Weldon.
o

Golds

Winton.

boro.

o-o-o-o-o

Kinston. Newbern.

Raleigh.

Beaufort.

ed them there lor two hours.

mington is 1248 miles by a line almost straight.
Weldon, 80 miles from Portsmouth and Norfolk by the Seaboard & Roanoke railway, and
97 miles f'orn Raleigh by the Raleigh <t Gaston, is 86 miles from Kiclnnoud, and 77 from
Goldsboro. It Is situated on the south bank
of the Roanoke river, and might be approached from

Wiuton,

on

the

Chowan,

whither it

rumored the Banks expedition was bound.
The strategic importance of ibis place is obvious at a glance. Between Weldon and

was

Goldsboro, the road crosses the Pamlico river,
and about three miles south of Goldsboro the
Neuse. These rivers are generally too shallow to admit of any considerable naval operations.

Goldsboro, a point second only to Weldon
in importance, Is 48 miles from Raleigh. The
Atlantic & North Carolina road connects Golds
boro and Morehead city opposite Beau ort.—

The whole distance is 95 miles. Ne« bern, on
the south bank of the Neuse, is 59 miles from
Goldsboro, and 33 from Kiustoii, where the

Neuse intersects the Atlantic & North Carolina road, leaving Kinston on its uortli bank.
From Newberu Geu. Foster moved on Thurs-

day, the 11th of December, with a heavy infantry and artillery force, and a suitable complement of cavalry—in all about 15,000 men.
The coincideuce of this movement with Bumside's passage of the Rappahannock on the
same day was, of
course, not accidental. The
enemy was commanded by Gen. Evans. In
Gen. Foster’s advance were men who bad suffered at the hands of Evan-,’ forces at Ball’s

Bluff,

a

year ago last October.

Gen. Evans was

surprised first by an advance against Kinston, on the south bank of
the Neuse. He had anticipated au attack from
the north, and two lines of strung imrenchmeats

were

lu readiness to resist it.

Neverhastily felled trees

theless such hindrance as
in a woody, marshy region might offer was encountered, and the trains were so delayed as
to be unable to reach

Southwest Creek, live
miles east of Kinston before the 13tb, Saturday afternoon. The passage of the creek was
forced without much loss.
After Uve hour’s hard gflhting Smulay morning, the enemy was dislodged from a well-

I never

The lower floor

the
was

na.

iy~ The editor who consults his own taste
only in making a newspaper, will be likely,

of the

“public

so

to

later,

sooner or

only

have

himself for a

reader.

iy Subscribers must not send up private
shinpiasters in payment for subscriptions. We
have

hand some of this trash redeemable

on

Bangor, worth

at

much iu this market

as

as

paper rags—no more.
It will be

Icy

seen

from our letter

to-day

18th,
Sergeant J. C. Libby of Co. I, reported killed, was living at the
that

from the Maine
date of that

letter,though his recovery

is

some-

what doubtful.

He

thigh by a piece

of sheil which shattered the

was

wounded in the led

bone.

iy' The Lewiston Daily Journal has been
reduced in size.
The Journal is an excellent
paper. Its editor, Nelson Dingley, Jr., Esq., is

probably the most prominent candidate for the
Speakership of the next House. Indeed, we
have heard lately but one other name mentioned. that of Hon. S. II. Blake, of Bangor.

servant."—

iy We have heard the

tumbled about in their lives before.— :

!

Drew, Esq.,
or

the

name

of Win. P.

private Secretary

of Govern-

Washburn, mentioned iu connection with

the

Clerkship of the House of Representatives.
We know not who else are to be candidates,
what the arrangements are

or

what custom

re-

rille and

Dudley—had

visited,

been

and for
was
two

regiments made a gallant baycharge on Morrison's battery, but were
repulsed with great loss.
In three days more (ten in all) General Foster's little army bad returned to
Newborn,
marching through a splendid and sometimes
iangerous illumination trom the burning forssts.set on fire by the enemy in very desperation, one would think. They were observed
by rebel troops, at a respectful distance, durug the whole march to Ncwbern. The loss
if the army is about seventy killed and two
hundred and fifty wounded. The result of
the expedition is, that the railway is damaged
an

extent which must require many weeks
and meanwhile all the supplies and

repairs,

road and its connections.

successful, or
road is repaired,

Maine Camp

even more

Iu Raleigh, while the whole town
tilled with confusion during the progress

I.UL

HVV1UII

at

M

IIIICUMI,

MU

X

UVSUflJ,

Ulf

from the
j

LOth

December, while families were hastily
packing up tlieir valuables, and removing to a
place of safety, the hill to raise 10,000 troops
for State deleuce from citizens liable to conscription, passed Its second reading in the
House. A preamble disclaiming any intentention to come in

conflict

with the Confederate Gorernment wan voted down. A

struggle

between State Rights and the central despotism at Richmond is inaugurated. Gov. Brown
of

Georgia has long been

Should the secession goveminent be guilty of any indiscretion in this
business, we might have the pleasure of wit-

nessing
it is

a

rebellion within

a

rebellion.

In fact

already. We shall watch this little
of flame in the thatch roof of the Confederacy with interest and pleasure.
so

point

Statistics.—In the editorial columns of
Republican Journal for December 26 (mark
the date) we find a quotation from the New
York Tribune, thus displayed:
tlie

"SIXTEEN THOUSAND MEN WHO WERE KMT
VI HD KEN. WHO DID NOT RUN, ARE
LUNG EITHER DEAD AND UXUURIED UPON
THE RATTLE EJEI.D, OR IN THE HOSPITALS.
OR WITHIN IHE LINES oE THE REBEL AltMV.” (New Vork Tribune.
PANH

In the news columns of the same number
stands the following correction of the swollen
rumor to which the Tribune at first
gave currency.
Our killed amounts to 1152, our wounded to about
our priaooers to 7uu.
The surgeons report
a much larger proportion of slight wounds than
usual,
2052 only being treated iu hospitals.
A. E. Burnside.
Major Geu. commanding Anny of the Potomac.

9000, and

Now 1162 killed, 700 prisoners, and 1632
hospital, make up a total loss of

wounded iu

3484, which being deducted from 16.000 leaves
12,516, the exact measure of the lie for which
the

Republican

CXf

The

is thus

responsible.

<j. e. it.

Bangor Whig

says among the
names mentioned as President of the
Senate,
are Hon. N. A. Farweli of
Knox, and Hon.

John A. Peters of Penobscot.
beard the

name

We have also

of Hon. Noah Woods of Ken-

nebec, preeminently named iu
the same office.

»

desirous of adopting

the same course.

connection with

What

company of the 7th Maine in the

but?—This is the question which agitates the minds of parents just
now; and we advise those on whom the usual

holiday

shall we

i

I

1 had,

perhaps, betted

Dec. 22,1802.

make at tins point,
reference to the u»e of
to our charge.
Before
leaving W. 1 purchased from this fund half a
gallon of alcohol with a can, hall dozen canned
chicken, two dozen concentrated milk, and
four lbs. caudles, amounting to $13.80. These
articles were absolutely necessary in the prosecution of our w ork, and w ere purchased at
Mr. Hathaway’s suggestion. After the battle
w e found our
supplies of many articles l*r loo
limited, anil a week ago Mrs. Fogg went to W.,
and besides collecting a quantity of quilts,
pillows, etc., she purchased Iroin the fund, one
dozen canned chicken, half dozen pickled oysters, one and hall dozen condensed milk, live
packages nutmegs,ssventeeu farina, half gallon
whiskey with demijohn, and tin ware, all

amounting to $22.50.
Saturday, that day of slaughter, we were as
near the dreadful scene as was
permitted, near

enough to have shells strike the house we were
in, tearing oil" splinters, one of which fell not
far from the spot where Sirs. Fogg was standing. But at such a time, who would think of
fear, when the dying and the tlead were lying
all around 1 On that day and the Subbath,
my
•ime was spent in washing wounds and assist-

mg to dress them, anil Mrs. Fogg’s either in
the same manner or in preparing food. On
Monday Mrs. F. went to W., returning Wednesday night, as tlie state of things here makes
it necessary that a responsible individual
should accompany the supplies, and but few
can obtain passes.
On Monday and Tuesday
1 remained with the sick of the 20th Maine,
and at one of the division hosbitals where the
2d Maiue were left. Here again I saw the deficiency ol avery comfort where, the sick are
left behind. Who cares for the helpless when
the yreat army moceat Hare I foune use for
our condensed milk.
Wednesday and Thursday I went to the
Thrashley House and tent hospital, where
there was about 400 sick and wounded. Oil!
what a vast amount of suffering was congregated here! 1 had but little time for conversation, being almost incessantly occupied in the
prenaration of food. The first day 1 prepared
about four gallons chicken broth, between
two and three of broma, besides
gruel, and
crackers spread with marmalade. The little
time that elapsed between getting dinner and
supper. 1 went through the tents where there
were Maine men, and was astonished at the
patience manifested in such intense suffering.
The sick /tud wounded of the Maine 3d, 4th
and a part of the 17th were here.
On Thursday it was decided to move about
200 to hospitals in the vicinity of W., and 1
prepared broth for them before they started.
1 had two large camp kettles and an enormous
iron pot, all tilled with broth and cooked over

interfered with, Burnside

was

—according

was

not

that

paper—and neither course
suits. “If this (Burnside’s discretionary power) was not a blunder, the previous tight rein
to

McClellan was.”

The Advertiser is paralleled in both profane and sacred writ; in the
latter in the case of those who, when a reform-

over

same source.

some statement with
the *100 committed

demands will be

Clellan

Association.

bors for the sick and wounded Maine soldiers
in the field. The following are more extracts

•iguificant.
LS.

Hospital

Yesterday we gave some extracts from letters of Mr. Eaton, who is now engaged in la-

become apparent.

was

a

French bayonet exercise and cotillon music by
Chandler’s Band, all for the sum of 25 cents.
Who can doubt that, with such attractions,
there will be a crowded house ?

made, to step into the
bookstore of Bailey A Noyes, fully believing
that the number and variety of books to be
;
Gen. McClellan has not yet arrived in Bos- J found there will satisfy the most difficult.—
ton.
We have been promised a visit from him,
They have a fine assortment in the most
but lie lias not come yet. He will have quite
splendid bindiugs, as well as alt the standird
a reception in all probability, not
merely by publications in less showy but more useful
the special admirers of the, General, but by all
covers.
If you want photographic Albums, it is the
order-loving and patriotic citizens who can
never forget that, though he may have come
place to buy at Bailey & Noyes.
short as a campaigner, he was the organizer of
For the Juveniles they have replenished
our army.
And it will be hard to forget his j their counters, and Young America cannot
truly citizen spirit in giving up, without asking ! fail to find something to please. Besides these?
lor a court martial or even explanations, the
no doubt a good variety of fancy goods may
grandest command in the world. He is hon- j be found to tempt the buyer. It is well worth
ored by all as an able engineer, an energetic
the time spent in examining this collection of
organizer and a patriotic lover of his country, i holiday goods.
Therefore, I think that Boston w ill probably I
^2“Our ueighlior of the Advertiser seems
give him an ovation If he honors us w ith a j satisfied with nothing, “The “Blunder of the
visit.
Mojue.
War" has been committed, at nil events. Mc1

If Burnside

There is another result, perbupa

j

Englishmen, Irishmen ami Frenchmen,
with women and children, work there in the
dust and tilth all day to fill their baskets with
what a beggar would spurn to take. 1 have
nevet yet seen a Yankee coal or paper picker
among them. Why is this?

if be should be before
its importance w ould

q?00,

a

all description* continue to
advance. We now quote N. Y. light 28a 30. and mediutnsand heavy 3>a31, Slaughter32a31, aud American Calfskin* 75a 85c.
We

uow

quote 10$

11c in

a

METALS.—All kinds Metal* are very firm at advanced
Large sizes Tin* coutinue very scarce
in market. Char. 1C is now quoted 914 <$14 50;
IX 915 75a910, and Coke 911 75« 12. ami very firm
at the increased price*. Bunca is worth 40a41c cash,
and Strait* 37$ a. 40c. Sheet Mosselmann Zinc we

prices.

quote 11$ a 12c.
MOLASSES.—The market remain* dull and inactive.aud prices have undergone some decline with the
jobber* and iniporte s.and we quote nominally 30<<32
for sweet Clayed, and 27«28 tor Tart, (tor’ ^Inch
there is scarcely any demand just at this time). 31uscuvado we quote 32a33c and Cienfucgo* and Trinidad 35<t30c. Portland Syrup remains steady at the
uow

!

neither eating nor drinking, said he
devil,” but when another came both
eating and drinking, exclaimed, “behold a

er came

“hath a

Iflllf fnmills

in.in

Mill!

m

wini>ltihlu<r

nniliii

111

>

funner in tbe case of the tipsy Dutchman,who
went home late at night prepared to quarrel
with his vrow, declaring if he found her in bed
he would lick her for indilTerence to his absence, and if she was not in bed he would flog
her for

up late to burn out the candle
anti firewood! Our neighbor seems determined to quarrel with the administration, any

sitting

way.
See

a woman

in another column

picking

.Sambuci

Grapes, for Speer’s Wine. It is au admirable article,
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris,
London aud New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is wortb a trial, a» it gives great satisfaction.

dec22

r.

duction noticed iu

Review of the Market,

Nste«—We wish it to be tUMiendood that our quotation* represent prices of large lots from first hands,
unless otherwise stated, and that in tilling small orders, higher rates have to be charged.
ASHES.—Limited sales continue to be made at our
late advanced prices, viz: 74*184 lor both Pots and
Pearls.

APPLES.—Dried Apples are in fair demand at
6c for sliced aud cored, and uncored 24 a3) f> lb"

scarce in this market the
the demand, and
being sufficient to
price* have again advanced, and we now quote S3 37
bbl. or 91 30a 1 33 p bushel.
S3 50
OILS.—All kinds Oil* remain exceedingly
and price* steady. Kerosene still coutinue* to have
a downward tendency, though the
factory prices are
nominally 70c for 1900 gal. lots, 72$ for 5 bbl lots.
***** 76«
lor
has
single t>DI*.
Sperm Winter
udvauced. and w« now quote 92 08a2 10
gallon.
Bank ami Shore Fish oils have advanced, and we
now quote Bank and Bay 82&a29, aud Shore 924 a29
lb bbl.

I

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
STIt A M KK

]
!

FROM

FOR

don for New York.
Dec 17, off Cape FTorida, brig Harriet, from Matansa* lor Portlano.
Dec 23. lat 32. Ion 74 16, ship Sonora, Brown, from
Penang lor New York.
Dec 2ti. lat 33 38. ion 76 46. was passed, bark Golden
Rule, from Aspuiwall for New York.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SAILS

Borussia. Southampton..New York. .I»ec 17
Etna ...Liverpool.New York .Dec 17
Dec 18
Anglo Saxon..
Liverpool.Portland
Dec 20
Persia.Liverpool.New York
City Of Baltimore. Liverpool.New York.
lh*c 24
York...Dec
27
Africa.Liverpool.New
ilamiuouia.Southampton New York Dec 31
—

Wednesday.December
SUN.

with

au

Emancipation
people

SPICES.—The Spice market continues to rule quiet, with moderate sales at former rates, which continue erv lirin with an upward tendency for all
kind*. Nutmegs continue to have au advancing ten-

dency.

SOAP.—The factory price* now are for Leathe k
Core's Extra 9$c,
Hf.and No. 1 7]. Chemical
Olive 9, and Soda 10c. Other Soap* are firm at increased pries.
TEAS.—The market continue* quiet and firm, with
moderate tale* of tine Oolong- at 66j*70c; ami Choice
do. 73 a 78c; Souchong, Aukoi, and lower grades 50
<i55c p th.

Family

TOBACCO.—The market remains exceedingly quiet, and price* steady. The best Judges in this and
other market* still entertain confidence of au improved market at an early day, and are holdiug their
stock* with unabated firmness.
FREIGHTS.—The numerous engagements of last
week have created a scarcity of tonnage.aud freights
late in the week advanced, 28c being offered to load
box shooks for ports north side Cuba. Several vessels unengaged are holdiug off for higher rati**. The
transaction* for the week have been the engagement
for molasses; brig Hattie E. Wheeler to Havana, at
26c for box * hooks; ami ach Starlight to a port north
side, at 98.50 t» hhd for molasses. The Br. bark Jane
Lowdeu has been taken up for 72s 6d, to British
Channel, with the privilege of orders to Fleetwood
when loaded at i5s.
Other freights are without

change.

House for Stale.
shall sell at public auction on Friday, Januat 12 M.,
House No. 17 Waterville
street, occupied by Mrs. E isabeth Jones.
Said house is a two story wooden house,
pleasantly*
located, with abuudauce of hard aud soli water, and
iu good repair
Will be sold subject to mortgages.
HENRY BAILEY k CO.. Auctioneers.

WEary 2d.

dec31 td

Maine Mutual

X O TICKS.

NOTICE.—Internal Revenue Stamts —A full
kinds of Stamps for sale at my office,
No. 92 Commercial street; aud the public will be
to
use
them on and after this date.
expected

supply of all

NATH’L J. MILLER, Collec
dec-31 dtf

or

1st District State of Maine.

Deafness Cured.—Mrs. 31. G. Brown will beat
the Preble House for one week.
A remarkable

of deafness cured in twenty four
Brown, Professor on the E e
and Ear, aud proprietor of Poor Richard's Eye Water.

by

case

Mrs. M. G.

receiving

any benefit whatever. Last Saturday 1 went to the Preble House aud made arrangements for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness. In 24

BETTER.—The market for Butter rules firm
and prices are feuding upwards. .Sales of Choice
Dairies Vermont family continue to be made at 22uj
and Canada aud Western Firkin 21«22c,
23c.
Country Ball I0a20c, aud Store 14a 16c $> lb.
BREAD.—There is a steady fair demand for
Pilot at 85 50*^5 75, and Ship Bread 4 50o,4 75, and
Crackers 3 50a.83 75 4> bbl.
BOX SHOOKS—Are dull at a decline, though the
shipments continue to bo quite large. We quote

voice iu the house. I can now
hear the clock tick in the fxirtor. Grateful to God
for his great deliverance, I heartily commend her
mode of treatment to all who sufTer as I have done.”

Every

application

1 could hear every
stand in the cellar and

kind of diseased aud weak eye#, also Catarrh,
a cure warranted.
Charges moderate.

healed, and

MRS. 31. G.
410 Arch

Nov. 18—tf

BROWN.
St., Philadelphia.

something N EW.—Please call

aud

31 u*. Foy’b Patent Corbet Skirt
which is

exainiue

Supporter,

aud very desirable article. It is a
Corset, Skirt-Supporter and Bishop combined. Laand
Misses
dies
usiug it need no other of either.
aud

are hereby notified that the Annual
Meetiug for the choice of Directors, and the
transaction oi any other busiuess legally before
them, will be held at the office off the
Company, iu
Gorhaui, ou H'ednruhiy, the 21if (lay of January
next, at lu o'clock A. 31.
A meeting of the Directors will be held on Tuesday, Jau. 2uth, at 1 o'clock P. 31.
JOHN A WAIEU3IAN, Secretary.
Gorham, Dec. 30, 1982.
28 w2w*

MEMBERS

31

UIGII WATER.
Morn’g 7.00 | Eveu'g 7.28

MAIUX E

jNT EW8.

POUT OF PORTLAND.

{

;

a

new*

91.25,

serves

which is

the

both.

the Corset

alone,

For sale only by
LOVELL ft SON, Agents,
129 Middle Street.

wearer a#

II. C-

novlledtf

cheaper than

Fire Insurance

Company.

C onurfM Nlreel

Turwlnf, December 30.

care

commence

made and Circular- obApplication may
tained. at No. 40 State street, or at the Rooms, 349
Congre-s street.
Portland. December, 1982.
dec31 dlw

Sch Atlantic. Mitchell. Portsmouth.
Sch Olatta. Bunker, < a ais.
Sch Cornelia. BlaiMlcI). Portsmouth for Rockland.
Sch M E Pierson. Low, Bucksport for Georgetown
Sch M E Pierce. Mien,
for New York.
Steamer Forest City, Liscoiub, Boston.

Novelties!
Everybody

Backsport

Novelties!
will

CLAPP’S BLOCK.

The new A1 bark “Johu Khyuas,” 600 tons, was
launched from the yard of C P Carter k Co., at Belfast. ou the 24th ius’t. She is built entirely of New
Hampshire white oak. and is, iu every respect, a suvessel. She is owned by C Bliazeitiuc. Win
McGilvery, and ( apt llarriiuan* who will command
her.

dcc29eodtf

HOLIDAY

perior

HALL L.
a

buy

American Silks

CLEARED'.
Bark Minnie Gordon, (Br.i McKenzie, ( ardeuas, by
K Churchill A t o.
Bark Canada, McDonald, Matan/as, by Chase Bros
A Co.
Brig Urana, Coombs, Ponce PR, bv Yeatonk Hale.
Sch Francisco. Kilby, Boston, by J H White

bias*

Cross, at Sau Francisco 25th inst,
Ship
from Hong Kong, reports that the ship We> mouth,
which sailed Oct 24th tor San Francisco, was lost on
l’ratas Shoal on the 30th. with the largest cargo ever
The cargo consisted mostly of
shipped to that
tea-, sugar and rice, on account of Chiucsv merchants. Passengers and crew saved.
Sch W E Alexander, at N Orleans, fm Vera Crux,
that on the 21st ult, brig Nathan, Means,went
ashore on Anegada Keel', 23 miles from Vera Crux,
and will be a total loss.
Sch Antelope. Bernard, from Turks Island for New
York, put into Nassau NP, 27th ult, leaky.
Ship Spark of the Ocean, from Bristol for Leghorn
which put into Gibraltar with loss of sails and leaky,
will discharge for repairs.

Seminary.

winter

session of t is School, under the
of Kllij L. Whittier, will
T'lE
Jan.
5m.
be

ARRIVED.
Sch E F Lewis, Wallace, Philadelphia.
Sch Margaret, Richard*. Boston.
Sch Exchange, Soule. Boston.
Sch Geo Brooks. Wallace. Boston.
Sch Convoy, Merrill, Newbarvport.

Southern

No. 53 Eichunge
I

port.

GIFTS.

DAVIS,

St..Portland,

HAS NOW READY

HIS CHR1ST.WAS

reports

0P1CUL

Price

|

Levee.

HE colored
of this city will bold a Social
L«vee at LMoN HALL, Ihi ksdat Evkxiso,
January 1st, iu commemoration of the pREtiiiajrr's
PRoc La n Alton,
An address will be delivered by Mr. E. P.
Talbot,
followed by speeches from other gentlemeu interested
iu th movement.
The public are invited.
Admission 16 ceuts lor adults; children 10 cents.
Dec. 31
d2t

It

upward tendency.

ami Boxes.

hours

I

Rises. .7 30 I Sets.. .4 37

RL’M—We continue to quote Portland distilled 53

SUGARS.—The general dullness noticed in our
last coutiues to prevail the market, and prices have
a declining tendency.
We uow quote Musco\ado
IDi o 11c. Havana Brown 10$« 12c, aud White 12|a>
a
New
Orleans
lli
13},
13$. and Crushed, tjrauulated
ami Powdered, at l3yg. 14c.
Portland Sugar* have
further declined. The factory prices uow are for A
9, A A 9J, and yellow 9$c.
SALT.—There i* a brisk demand for country trade
at previous quotations. There has been uo arrival
si ce the date of our la*t. We continue to quote
Fine Ground table aud butter Salt 22c iu Sack*

Almoner, Lan-

1

TO DKPART

PLASTER.—We notice a decline on both hard and
soft.and uow quote Soft at91 75 «1 78 aud Hard 91 00
al 02
ton.

®66e k* gal.,

bark

iust, brig Lizzie Treat, Crowell, fm

—

hours after her first

made Shooks confine scarce,
demand largely exceeding the
supply. We
uuote both Sugar and Molasses City made Hhd
Shooks and Heads 82 76.a2 87. Green sawed Country Shooks are >ery dull at 1 2581 3«». Country rilt
molasses Sugar Shooks without heads are in lair demand at 81 600,1 75.
Hoop* are scarce and in brisk
demand at full prices. Headings are rather scarce,
aud are in actire demand at 23*£28c.

Mechanic, from Havana—Mr Wm Lewis.

...

bush.

COOPERAGE.—City

Zaza
Zaza 8th

At St Thomas 9th inst, brig Gilmor Meredith,Snow
from Oporto, lor Baltimore
Ar at Trinidad loth inst, bark Casco, Gardiner, fm
New York.
Ar atStJagn 16th inst. barks Acaeia. Pinkham.
Portland; Holland. White. New York: brigs LC
Watt*. Wilaou, Kingston J
Biou Bradbury. Miller,
New Y otk.
Ar at Havana 18th inst, bark Bradford, Tables, ftn
Portland: M J Coicord, Colcord. and T Cushiug,
flu do; Vigo, Thurstou, from do; Shamrock,
Berry,
Ellsworth; brigs Loch Lomond, Black, fm Portland:
Aiadin. Curtiss. Bath.
Ar 19th, bark City of Bangor, Eldridge. Bangor;
20th, Anzelia brewer. Ingraham, New York: brig*

—

without

the

at

Key West.

117

augl5—ly

Scotia.New York..
31
PAINTS.—All kinds Paint* are firm at recent ad- j Glasgow.New York Liverpool.Dec 3
Liverpool.Jau
vanced price*.
American Zinc is now worth 98® J Bohemian.Portland
3
Liverpool.Jau
8j. ami French do Ida 10$i and Bo*ton aud Portland
Great Eastern.New York.. Liverpool.Jau 3
Lead 99 75, and Lewi* Lead 910 £10 50
We notice | Kuropu.Boston.Liverpool
Jau 7
an advance on%* th Coach and Damar Varnishes.aud
Anglo Saxon.Portland
Liverpool.Jan 10
Itoi ussia.New York Hamburg
quote Damar S3 80(^4 00, aud Coach 93 26>u6 00.
Jau 10
Etua .New Y'ork Liverpool.Jau 10
PRODUCE— Potatoes are in quick demand at imPersia.%... .New York.. Liverpool.J an 14
proved prices. We now quote 91 50a 1 75 V bbl, or
55a.*j5 D bush. The stock in market is quite light.
Mails are forwarded by every steamer iu the regu
We quote Egg* at 20a22c p doz. We qnote Chick- [ li|g,ll.iie*. The steamers for or from
Liverpool call a
ens at 9$llc, Turkic* 10a, 12c, aud Geese 9a 10c V lb.
j QSSgbstowu, except the Canadian line, which call a
Londonderry.
PROVISIONS.—The provision market continue* I
quiet except fbr Pork, which i* more active, and j
PANAMA AND CALI FORM A-Steamors. carryprice* are firm. We notice sales of new Extra Prime
ing Mails tor Aspiuwall, Panama, and California,
at 912 50. and new Clear at 910 $/ bbl.
Meas Pork
leave New York ou the 1st. Uth, and 21st of each
ha* somewhat advanced, ami we now quote 14 5*>«
mouth.
915. Round Hog* arc beginning to come iu quite j
freely, and are held at 5$ad$. Smoke 1 llaius are
quoted at lOallc transaction* light.
MINIATURE ALMANAC.

BEAN8.—The supply is moderate and the market
firm, aud choice Beans meet a ready sale at full
We quote White Pea Beans 82 75u 3 00, and
prices.
Blue Pods 2 37 ^2 02, aud Marrows 2 50 tr 2 75 i>

i*ine 5n**56c, and Spruce 48<t60. The demand
lim ted aud the market considerably depressed since the receipt of late news from Cuba.

In the

quiet

“I, Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Port*
land, give this certificate, to certify that 1 have been
deaf from a child, and for twelve years past have
becu quite deaf. I have spent hundreds of dollars,

is more

Ar

_____________________________

supply

Prices for Green fruit continue tirm. aud with an
upward tendency. We quote Greenings and Baldwins 81 50a 1 75 p bbl. There are but very tew sales,
however, made tor less than 81 75, aud very choice
fruit is held at 1 75g,*2 00
bbl.

-good

Young Harry. Norton, disg.
Sailed from tieufuego* 18th,

pher, for

PASSENGERS.

ONIONS coutinue very
not

Corner Smith and Congress Sts.

last.

—Turpentine

dly

For the week ending Dec. 31, I8fj2. prepared express-»
ly for the Puess, by Mr. M. N. lticb.

our

York.
Panama 10th iust, ship llclveita, lliggins, from
York.
Gibraltar 0th inst, ships Spark of the Ocean,
Kinney, repg.
Sailed from Glasgow 10th inst, ship St Louis,Berry
J
New York.
Aral Dublin 8th inst,
ship Neptme’s Favorite.
Einmerton. < aJIao.
Ar at Callao prev to 2»tli ult,
ship Borneo. Reed:
Sam Dunning, Skolrteld. and < astine. Smith, from
Chiuchas, (and all mailed for England); J Baker, Allen, do, (aud sailed lor Hamburg.)
bid 14th ult. ships Valenti*. Austin, for
France;
2&th, Cauada. Wyman, Chine has.
Sid, ship-* Detroit, for France; .1 L Dimmock, Harwood. Holland: Asia. Hussey. ( hinchas
In port 29th. ships Kate Dyer,
Dyer, from Montevideo (was reported sailed for East Indies); Louisa
alsb, Pendleton, fm London; Richard 111, Greenough, fui Glasgow
At Bordeaux 10th inst. brig* Beaver, Tufts, and

augT—dbm

No.

York.

Marseilles 10th iust, ship Pepperell, Uhl. for

_MARRIED.

LEATHER.—Nearly

LARD —Has declined.

New
At
New
At
New*
At

Maiisauilla. Haven. Portland; Crimea. Hicbboru,
Boston; sch Electric Light. Mnitb. Portland.
Sid 17tli, brigs Darien, Henry, Ncuvita*; H G Berry. Auld, New Orleans; 19th, bark Abbyia, ChandPORTLAND POST OFFICE.
ler, New Y'ork.
Cld 17th. bark John Payson. Terry, for Verm Cruz;
MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.
2*5th, brig Forest State, Harmon. Portland.
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.49 aud 7] P. M. Closes at
Sid 23d. brigs Ocean Ranger. Lewi*, for Matanzas;
7.45 A. M. aud 1 30 P. M
Forest State, Marriraau, Portland.
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 P. 31. Closes at 12 M.
Cld 23d, bark Arlington, Cruston. Portland; sch
SfKAMBoAT 3IA1L—Arrives from hastport 3Ie..St I
John NB aud the British Provinces,Tuesday morn- J C A Farnsworth. Hodtdou, Matanzas.
In port 24th iust, barks Jobu Aviles, llutchin*on(
mornings Closes Thursday at 4 P. 3f.
and Vigo, Thurston, uuc; brigs Weuouah, Dow, for
EUROPE—Closes every Saturday at 1.30 P. 31.
Baltimore; Caroline Eddy. Pomeroy, Ibr N Orleans;
CANADA—Arrives at 1.50 P M. ( loses at 12 31.
Hattie E Wheeler, Pinkham; S P Brown. Haimon*
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 P. M. Close at
Geo A mo*, Pratt: Croton, Eddy; 11 B
9 P 31.
Emery. Perkin*: Judge Hathaway. Cumiugs; Proteus, Ginn,
arDtUceonen daily (Sundavs excepted) from 8 ! aud Ella Keed. Hannon, uuc.
A. 34. to 9 P. M. On Sundavs, from 8* to 9] A. M.
Ar at Matanzas 18th inst, bark Andes,
Merrymnn.
Portland; Jane Rost', (Br) keazer, do; brig C Hopkins, Homer. Bath.
Ar»)th, brigs Alfiaretta. Bibber. Portland; Ann
Elizabeth, Potter, Frauklort; 26:U, bark Pilot Fish
Iu Portsmouth, Dec 2»>th. AdJ. (ico i
Vtw »od, ot
Chase. Portland.
the24th Me. Keg., aud Miss s. Myra Stackpole, of
Sid 15th, bark Massasoit. Marshall, Boston;
brigs
Vassal boro.
Ifcrnerara, Thompson, Portland; 15th, Estele,Brown
In Canaan. Dec. 21st.. Benjamin Barwise, and Miss
Mansanilla.
Abbie Pooler, both of Skow began.
oiu <riu, in is u«ii
nuuiit', oow, noston.
In Warren, Dec. 21st, Edward O. Oliver aud Miss
Ar at Cardonas 13th hist, brig Stephen
Duncan,
Melissa A. Lermond. both of \V.
Tavior, Eliiladelphia; 13tb. bark Joseph Fish, (Br)
Gray. Portland; Chilton. Pennell, New York; sch
Ida F Wheeler, Dyer. Philadelphia
DIED.
Ar 14th. bark U Fountain. Fountain.fin Wiscasset;
brigs John Tierce. Norton, from Havana; < hailena.
Means,
Portland; Trindelen, Havener, do; schs J H
Dec.
Mr.
22d.
Rowland
Industry.
Luce, aged
_In
Stroup, Foster, and (morel. McFarland, do.
87 years 9 months 9 days.
Sid loth, bark Helen Maria, Marshall, Portland;
Killed, iu the battle at Fredericksburg, Va., Benj.
brigs Manxoui, ( aston. do.
T. Roberts, of Swithlicld, aud formerly of this city,
Ar at Nassau NP, 24th ult, sch Florida, Brown, fin
aged 32 years.
York.
New
In East Strong. Dec. 2Kb, Mr. Silas L. Wright,
aged 27 years 4 months.
SPOKEN.
In Augusta. Dec, 7th, John Albert, only child of
Wm. G. aud Martha J. Fitteld, aged 1 year.
Nov 30. lat 41. Ion 30 60, ship Marshfield, from Lon-

LIME —New Rockland continues in steady active
demand, aud price* unchanged at 05g70c
cask.

bbl*. aud kegs 10] all jc.

FOREIGN FORTS.
Nov dd. altifi A H Badger.
A.r.“
Mean*,
(or Marshall) from Adelaide.
8ld Oct 25th, Lizzie Bliss, Pearson, Rangoon.
Sailed from Palermo 1st iust,
brig B # Nash, for

14.175.do.126]

80, aud

1

Cld 20th schs Forrest, Andrews.
Rockland; Josiah
Achom. Hatch, do; Amanda Powers, ltobiusou doLizzie Dyer, McDuffie, Portland.

20.000 American Gold.1321
9.2*2.do.1323
»J,000 .do.133

*28@30;

$1 30

*

experienced

KIMBALL, Dkntistb,

pro/

K|' ,.^,r.k j.)' ,.St'aver*>rl/ ’’J.,K!i,'CO“; fb’V’Teaux, Cienfuego*.
larbox. Liverpool; brig
vr iW’l"
Dttsko, Dri»ko, < ardeuia; seh Caroline knight,
i'J
Wilson. Huntington. LI.
bark Bay Btate.ftn Sierra Leone;
brig
Telegraphed,
I Marnier, fm New Orleans.
Mary

Surgery, including

Portland. 3Ie.

Haloing,

Fjsex,

i--

LUMBER.—Shipping Lumber under a bri-k demand has advanced, and sales are now made at *17a
18 p M. and No 1 Pine. *36 pM.No. 2 *34, and No. 3
*24. Spruce Dimension is worth from *19@11; and
Spruce Shipping Boards *11 a 12. and Hemlock **aj
10 p M. Clapboards,Heart Extra are selling at *33:
Cleardo
No. 1, *13*15; Sap. Clear *23@26;
do 2*I** *2oq21. and No. 1 ♦lOal.l Spruce Extra are
worth S12<05. and No. 1 Slnq.ll. Shingles, Extra
at

to

Alcioue

rr,V

BROKERS* BOARD.
Sale of Stocks.—Boston, Dec. 30,1862.
8.500 United States Coupou Sixes (I881j.1024
20" United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.101J
2.000 U.S. Certificates of Indebtedness,. 96]
1.000 .do (March).100
10.000 .do. 96*
1.450 United States January Coupou*.132]
8.000 United States Demand Notes.127

Pig

Laths, Pine arc sediug
Spruce at 91 15 a 1 20 4> M.

paid
ear.

(front Rockl.nd)

Jnn£tt.

Lungs, successfully treated by Inha
By C. Morbe, M. D.,

Drb. LOCKE A
Middle Street,

HOPS.—We quote growth of 1862 at 14a 15c.
IRON.—All grades are firm at recent advances.
( tit Steel is now worth 22q24. German 14a 16c. and
English Blistered do. lt>q,17. and Spring 9al0e.
Common Iron is worths* «3}, Swede 6 a,6$.and Norway 6}a.7. English Sheet Iron is held at 5} q6f; Russia 17« 18, and imitation do 12? a 13c cash.
LEAD.—There is hut little doing in
Lead at 9$
@9?. Lead Pipe aud Sheet Lead are selling at 104 q,
lu?c p lb.

,d3 00.

and

Sben*ndo*h’

J Grleraou,
idence for Holmes’ Hole; Catharlue Real*
Flower*
rlower*,
New Turk fur Uolta*t
Arasth. *cb. Idlewild. Fo»ter, Bo*ton for
Tangier;
Malabar Wewutt, Bella*, for New
York;
Patten, Parker Buckqtort tor Georgetown DC ;
perior, F.lwoll. Boetnn tor Fort re** Monroe
In port 2Mh *eh F. Arcularlu*.
Mix, Rockland for
New
ork. and the above arrival*
Sailed 2Mb tint, brig Nathaniel Steven*,
Utwkell,
from Boston for Newcastle, Del; »ch» J
C
Arcs. Bangor for New York; K H Colson. Homer,
Colson,
Bucksport for
ft; Cussetta. Eldridge. Bangor
Exeter, Snow. Bath lor do; Hattie M
'*rl»n<*. do: Erie. < oombe. do tor Boeton;
Olive ’.
Branch, smith, New York.
BOSTON—Cld 2»tb, *btp Hamlet,
Aabby, Ibr Hong
Nickerson. Washington ;

Dentistry.—Dr. JOSl AH HEALD, No. 241 Con*
gress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portlaud, 3Ie.
augTdly

and Dry 1 20<a:
and ( alf-skins fi

stock

scene.

tween

Green Salted *1 60a 175

Calcutta Cow 1 80

@13c.

conies

from every house, and here is the
harveotof the OhiHWnier. It Is truly a Parisian

Meanwhile the remaining stations bethe bridge and Mount Olive—Everetts-

130.

scrambled for

drill of

lation,
aul8 ’62 cod

HIDES AND SKINS.—We notice au advance on
Hides and Skins. Slaughter Hides are now quoted

not

forget the grand promenade concert, which
off this evening in the new City Hail.
Promenade music by Poppenburg's Baud, the

the Throat and

HAY.—There is a continued active demand for
at advanced prices.
We now quote 14q*17
p ton for Pressed. Loose hay comes in slowly and
sells at *16 a-16 60 p ton.

f»iq>7$C,

board

Novi'York

Baugor tor Providenee;

^^-Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of

shipping

bookstore when the door opens in the morning.
Every piece of paper as large as one's hand is

life, w hile a whole sheet
ol paper will breed a quarrel.
But it is down
on the Dump near Cambridge
bridge where
they can be seen in their perfection. Here the
city carts come to bring the coal ashes and

for

,E,T.Ar 27th, »ch* Jta
t.^"V*
lortland for Fortro** Monroe; Kwmin, Kreeman,

oct3ood6in

Particular attention
diseases of the eye and

GRAIN —Corn remains firm at 82@85e for Western
Mixed, and 84a;86c for Southern Yellow, and dealers
are not anxious to urge sales at these
prices. Oats
continue scarce and in brisk demand at 52q55c. Rye
remains scarce and firm at 95a. 1 00.
Bariev is sold
in small lot* at 86a.85c. Prices lor Shorts are nominal at *22a24, and Fine Feed *25@27 p ton.
GUNPOWDER.— We continue to quote Dupont’s
ami Oriental Co's Rifle and Sporting at *5 8%7 25,
ami Blasting has recently advanced.
Weinowquote Buckfield Blasting 4}-ct5.

NAVAL 8TORES.
is firm at 2 80a,
2 85
gal. Price* for lar. Pitch and Kosin are
brl.
steady. Stockholm Tar is selling for 913

for

PROVIDENCE— Ar 29th, ,ch
Alciope, Wenteott,

Bangor.

Piiybician and Surgeon.—U. A. LAMB, 31. D.,
Office, corner of Cougress and Chestnut Streets
Portland, Me.

there Is generally much confidence entertained tor
the future by most of the dealers.

evening.

as

almost indis-

one.

nurses.

FLOUR.—The market is exceedingly quiet and in’
active; the demand is very limited, and prices are
without any change to notice since our last. With
the large stocks on hand and the inactivity of the
market, prices have a drooping tendency, though

the many other organs of the body. Should
it storm it will be postponed to some other
Promenade Concert.—Our readers must

Patients furnished with

FISH —The market for all kinds Fish is quiet, es
the country demand, which has been
very
limited for a few weeks past. The stock of dry fish
is quite light for the scasou, price.* continue to rule
quiet and unchanged.

peciallv

high price of paper has developed a
class of scavengers in Boston. We have
now a set of “paper pickers,” who are at every

are

The

md after several failures, Lieutenant Graham,
if the llocket Battery, got near enough to
Ire it.

No invalid should be without

gy of the several organs of the mouth, their
anatomical nnd physiological relations with

He and Booth

new

The main col-

:

Crystals.

pure

an

CHEESE.—The market ia steady and quiet at late
A* an evidence of the superiorty of
increased prices. Choice Vermont aud Canada daiCOKEY’S “PREBLE” SPRING BED
ries are
selling freely at 11^12c, and Country 10f@
11c, according to quality.
; overall others, is the fact that the demand for this
CANDLES.—Mould Candles remain firm aud unj Spring lied is quadruple that of any other kind.
changed at 13J504C, aud Sperm 32 q 35c p lb.
October 1,1862.
tf
CEMENT.'—Trade Is limited at this season, and
DR. P. I*. QLTMBY. would give notice that he ha
prices without fluctuation at *1 30 <0 35 |n-r cask.
COAL—Dealers continue to sell at retail White
returned to Portlaud, and can be found at his Room,
Ash. Lehigh and Franklin at $9 00, and Cumberland
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
9 50@ *10 00 p ton.
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul
CORDAGE.—AH kinds Cordage continue to soil
4P
at our previous rauge of prices, which we continue i him.
for Manilla Cordage 13«: 131c. and Russia Hemp 16*
First Examination at office.*200
|
Russia
@17.
Boltrope 16y@n$c, and Manilla do 14*@
Each subsequent sittingat office.50
15c p lb.
|
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
DUCK.—No change of prices have been made
Each subsequent visit at residence,..
since the date of our last. We continue to quote
100
Portland No. 3, 90c. and No. 10 56c; Navy superior
August 16, 1862.—tf
>o. 3 89c,and No 10, 55c. and Ravens 45c; U.S. lOoz
Tent 50c. aud 12 oz. do. 66c P yard.
Diseases of the Urinary Organa*
DRUGS.—The Drug market remains quiet, withJ. C. MOTT. 31. D., Operating and Consulting
out any change to notice since the date of our
last Review. Opium continues firm aud limitedSurgeon and Physician, attend* exclusively to Diseases of the Urinary and Genital Organ*, ami Female
gales are made at *9@9 50. We continue to quote Borax 28<t30c; and Rhubarb .*200a2 25. Alcohol 87
Complaint* of all kinds, and the more obscure dis@
ease* of the Pelvic Vieera. a* Pile*.
95c; Fluid *1 10 @1 25, p gal..thy latter price being
Rupture*. Hydrocele,
Varicocele, Fistula, Early Decline of 3Ianhood,
for pure.
Camphene remains very quiet, aud we
Ac. Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the
improvequote nominally *8 90 p gal.
ments in the cure of Disease, mad*-in this
couutry
FRUIT.—The market for all kinds Fruit is quiet.
or Europe, and sparek no expense that his
patients
Raisins are steady at recent decline, and we conmay have the best medical and surgical treatment
tinue to quote Bunch Box <4a4 16, and Lavers
the world affords.
Advice free.
X^-Office 86
4 12j a.4 25 P box. Citron continues firm at 40 q 42c,
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A. 31. to 2
and Currents 14c. Lemous are selling at *2 75a3 00
P. 31 and 6 to 8 I*. 31.
P box. The market is abundantly supplied with
Mrs. 31., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
Cuba Oranges at this time, which are selling at §2a
maladies of her sex. can be consulted
2 50 p hundred.
by ladies.

great favorites

tirst floor.
here.

refuse

that

Wil-

representation

pressing on for the railroad bridge
over the Neuse, three miles south of Goldsboro.
This bridge was gallantly but unavailably
lefended. In the midst of a storm of bullets,

bad been

to

Photographic goods, nearly opposite

Abmham turned multitudinous summersaults
as lie came down to the ground, and so would
the photographs of some old ladies who were

umn was

km

The whole distance from Richmond

fied

body were iu motion, rode down to
Tompkius’ bridge over the Neuse. with bis
battalion of cavalry. The enemy were once
more obliging enough to retreat and burn the
bridge for us: ami Major Garrard, having been
reinforced with four pieces of artillery, amus-

munitions for Richmond fiom this quarter,
must piss over the circuitous
Raleigh & Gas-

Wilmington.

had another, but a much smaller

excited crowd of young and old boys would
interesting but highly undigni-

the main

for

to give accurately the directions of the
various lines of railway represented; it will
serve however to make their
connections.

we

to

to

o

As one man

distances, while the
mean pyrotechnic
said, “it is just like a
no

we

give to-day, was accidentally mislaid, or it
would have appeared Monday morning.
Icy* The Bath Times speaks in terms of
high praise of Judge Dickerson, who has just
closed a term of the S. J. Court in that city.
ir The Congregational Journal, at Concord, X. II., forty-four years old, has been suspended in consequence of the rise in paper.
Iff- We surrender a large portion of our
space to-day to a condeused account of Gen.
Foster’s brilliant operations iu North Caroli-

A Good Spring Bed ha* become

pensable article, not only of comfort and necessity,
with every family, while the united testimony of
Physicians ha* placed their beaithfulncss beyond
question.

CREAM TA RTAB.—Sale* of Pulverized continue
be made in small lots for 35@55c p lb, the latter

price being for

;y Very interesting army letters will be
found upon the first page.

bodies, commenced the I the gentle flame till now'!”
quires; we only know that Mr. D. is eminentwork of destruction. A body of cavalry was
ly fitted for the position.
It is very amusing to see two things at a fire
sent seven miles in the direction of Wjlmlng* in this
iy The indications are that Jeff. Davis’
city. One of these is the frantic euton, to destroy a long bridge and trestle work.
fioflVrtP (if I Its* linlioo
L'OOIlio Kivtrc undue
A company of cavalry and one piece of artilcontrol, and the other, pardon me for saying j turn fulmen—a harmless thunderbolt. Butler
lery were sent three miles and a half toward so, is a lady trying to squeeze through the i was superseded on the 15th of Dee., and eight
Goldsboro, to destroy the track, some culverts crowd. The jam is flattening to all kinds of days after Davis issued his proclamation; and
and a bridge. This last detachment tired into
dress, and a woman who can stand the pres- [ what gives force to the belief that he knew of
and sent back the mail train from Goldsboro.
Butler’s removal is a fact tha* a telegraph consure comes out as flat as the Chinaman's image
At Mt. Olive station all the damage that could
nects Richmond with the immediate vicinity
at the tea store in Middle Street.
She looks
be done to the track, switches, and culverts
of New Orleans.
as though she had just been ironed out flat and
was accomplished.
The track was on fire for
tbeu “mussed,” as the classic Ward says.
Dr. \V. R. Johnson of Portland, will give
miles. Tiie expedition was successful}!! every
a Free Lectpbe at the
Christmas passed off quietly.
Forrest was
Congregational Meetparticular, and late at night Major Garrard's
at the Boston Theatre, with a house packed
ing House, Yarmouth, this, Wednesday, evencommand joined the army, which had now
from highest gallery to the lowest part of the
ing, Dec. 31, upon the Anatomy and Physiolo-

met

o

was

rush after the

moved forward several miles from Whitehall.
On Wednesday Major Garrard, as soon as

to

SELECTED.

detachment into three

sontli Carolina

Petersburg.

sparks

Maj. Garrard reached the station alxjut 3 j And one friend of mine secured a treasure alo'clock P. M., found the ticket agent selling
so.
It was an half consumed photograph of
tickets, passengers loitering about the depot, I
spinster, not uncommonly, hut very
miiancient
the Wiliniugtou mail lying on the platform.
He prized,” he said, “the photograph
prim.
put everybody under arrest, and, dividing bis
ns being one of a person who had never felt

twenty miles the destruction of the road
ilmost complete. As our troops drew off,

Richmond.

-o

j

Flakes of

occupied by Messrs. Alden A Vose, successors
to Horace Barnes, while a back room was
used by Mr. Bolton, the engraver. The upper
part of the building was completely burned
out, leaving nothing but scorched fragments
of a floor. By the skillful management of the
Chief Engineer, the fire was prevented from
extending to the adjoining stones. Both Ticknor A Fields', as well as Wm. II. Piper’s stores,
are covered with common shingles, just like
any barn, instead of being slate or iron-plated,
as they should be, to
protect their treasures.
After the fire was under the complete control of the engineers, the pipemen in the upper stories of the Photographic building resolved themselves into a society for the diffusion of damaged photographs.
They would
send dexterously out of the window an halfburned picture of Old Abe,” and then the

Gen.

war, lie
Foster made a feint of rebuilding the bridge,
engineering at West which he would have destroyed had the enemy
professor
Point. He was with Major Anderson in Fort | left it, and a feint of crossing the river deceivSumter on the memorable 12th of April, 1861,
ed some of our own men, who actually swam
and was afterwards made Brigadier General
to the opposite shore and were ordered back.
of Volunteers and attached to Burnside's exThe battle at Whitehall was designed to
pedition. When General Burnside was trans- amuse the enemy in front and cover a more
ferred to tlie army of the Potomac, North Carimportant operation. Early in the day Major
olina was constituted a separate department,
Garrard, with three pieces of artillery
and the distinguished merits of General Fosand a squadron of cavalry, had been sent to
ter were acknowledged by investing him w ith I Mouut Olive station on the Wilmington A
the rank of Major General and assigning to ; Weldon road, fourteen miles south of Goldshim the command of that department.
boro. The distance was over twenty miles.

j

like rockets into the air

Boston Journal ollice.

across

completely silencing

Tlie occupation of Roanoke Island and of
Xewbern In Xortli Carolina, it is hardly necessary to say, was only a step towards one of

rose

AND

I ff- The “Letter from Boston” which

rolling

and were carried to great

in

safe

some

of

grand measures, by which the Government designed to strangle the rebellion—
the blockade, the repossession of the Mississippi river, and the capture of Richmond. The
blockade is now, and has long been, as effec-

leather

the

The flames first broke out in the chemical store-room of John Sawyer & Co., dealers

the river, the enemy
opened fire upon the advancing columns, and
an action of three hours followed, resulting in

At the close of the

made

was

burning

To-day

that Gen. Foster was

the Neuse at

of these woods

fought at Contreras, Cherubosco and Moiino
del Rev, in which last action he was wounded
and breveted.

volumes

figure of speech to call
of flames, waves of fire.

:

one.

Tuesday, the lfith, the army moved at
an early hour for Whitehall.
The country is
more hilly here than below, but covered with
tile same pine woods. From the concealment

convey

John G.

son, and others.

section of

a

camp.
On

must sulfice.

Mexican

been no

shower of

seeking
point. The
enemy immediately burned the bridge; and
our artillerists
having battered to pieces a hostile gunboat across the river, revealed by the
red light of the conflagration, returned to

An outline of the

for no details.

room

city and its immediate vicinity, and
their united efforts the flood of flie was
made to ebb. And at times it would have

fire in the woods.”

to cross

notice of the important and successful operations in North Carolina. Even now we can

in the

talion of

and

ORIGINAL

by

display.

cavalry

are

j

army and Kinston, and the troops bivouacked
about three miles south of the Neuse. A batdetached to dash into and hold, if posible, the little village of Whitehall, on the opposite bank of the river. The impression was

COFFEE—The market is exceedingly quiet and
transaction* limited, Prices coutinue firm ana without change at the following quotations: Java 33a:
34c, Rio32@33c, and St Domingo 3t)a31c.

a

j

nificent “Pearl street Block.” But the three
fire alarms called out all the steam extinguish-

were

lists of Maine soldiers killed and wounded on
that field, and the odvertisementof the various

events and

camp tiro. So you see the wants of onr men
ever increasing.
Self denial there must
be
in the home work as well as with our brave
Fires of late—IIow they manage them up
here—Christmas Festivities—<Chiffoniers— ! soldiers. The latter sacrifice everything, home
Gen. McClellan.
; and every comfort. At the 19th I found a
[ great demand for woolen clothing. I distr'bBoston, Dec. 26,1802.
To the Editors of the Press:—We have had j uted one dozen shirts, one dozen drawers,
about 30 pairs socks. Many of the men had
two (Ires of much importance during the presjust been out 48 hours on picket duty, and had
ent week.
One was on Tuesday night, at
no stockings!
The destitution of clothing will
increase rather than diminish, during the win11 o'clock. It consumed the fine Athenaeum
ter.
I
have
no excuse to make lor my letters,
block on Pearl street, where leather merchants
no time to correct them.
They must go as
most do congregate.
For an hour it raged
! they are. or not at all.
Pray for us. Yours
fiercely, leaving all in doubt whether it might iu the Master’s service.
H. F ATo.Y.
not unfortunately sweep away also the mag-

ers

Early Monday morning Gen. Foster recrossed the river, burning the bridge to prevent
pursuit or the possibility of a (lank movement
upon bis line of retreat. Gen. Evans occupied his useless Intrenchments at Mosely Hall.
By sunset seventeen miles lay between the

for the Press on New Year's day.

receipts

cash

five per cent

Correspondence of the Press.
Letter from Boston.

STOCK,

TO WHICH

Pafcllc A

Mr at lea

Is la wiled.

Illiisttrated Books.
STANDARD POETS AND PROSE WRITERS,
IN ENDLESS VARIETY.

DOMESTIC FORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO —Ar 24th ult, ship Caroline
lteed, Payne, Bellingham Bav.
Sid 27th, ship Kingfisher. Freeman, Shanghae.
Ar2*th ult, bark Mallory, Nichols, Nimjually
Sld 23th inst (by tel) ship Johu Tucker, Hallett, for

Photographic Albums,
Of all sizes and varieties.

Callao.
NEW

AMBROTYPES AND PHOTOGRAPHS

ORLEANS—Cld 11th. brig Belle of the Bay, I
New York; 16th. schs Edward Kidder, I
Harksou. and May, Wooster, do; 18th, brig Clara !

of all

Holloway,

Pickens. Rich. do.
PORT ROYAL—Sid 17th, brig ltenj Delano, Baxter, New' York; 16th, schs F P Simpson, Ellis, do;
22d. T B Brown. Nickerson, do.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, brig Almira Ann, from
Bath.
Cld 26th. sch Julia Anna. Harding, Yorktown.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 27th, ship Kate Prince,

prominent

personages.

JUVENILES
—ron—

CHILDREN.
A

complete assortment—embracing

hundreds

of

varieties.

Libbev, Acapulco.

ArzStb.ship Rockingham. Melcher, Liverpool.

ELIZABETHPORT—Cld 26th, sch Admiral, Trefe-

Bibles and

then. Salem.
NEW YORK-Ar

Prayer

Books

27th, bark Lcland, Nickerson.
Pensacola.
IX EVERY STYLE OF BIXDIXG-«-» °t <hem
Ar 28th, ships Geo Washington, Haiues, Liverpool;
VICRY KLKUAXT.
Ironsides, t'base, do; Yorktown, Mover. London;
brig Anna D Toney, Gridin, Cadiz:'schs Julia A
Rich. Moore. Elizabethport for Boston; ILSuow, I ALL THE HEW PI BLIC'ATIONTS
Savage. Rockland.
Sin 28th, barks Sarah B Hale, Maraval. Alamo,
Maj be found oa hi. coamter.
ami Alberti; schs diallenge, and W A Griffin.
Ar 23th. ship 11 V Dexter, Owen, from Leghorn;
Southampton. Austin. Bristol; Gen MeLellan. Watt,
Liverpool; Alex Marshall, do: bark Sierra Nevada,
Foster, do; Annie M Kelley (new) Bradford, Calais:
AS LARGE AX’D COMPLETE
biigs State of Maiue, Cates. Marseilles; Jessie Rhy*
nas, Pendleton, Havana; schs S T king, Clcudeuiu,
An aaaortmi'nt as can be fuuud in Xtw England.
aud G D kiug. McGregor, Calais; Caroline, Frost,

School Books & Stationery

from Saco.
Cld 23th.
Orleans: brig

shipIzaWin

Chamberlain, Carver, for New

Thompson.

Zaza.
Sonora, fm Penang; Partel.] Ar 80tli,
theuia, from Calcutta; Lark Pilot Hslt. fioiu Rio;
brigs .1 W Harris, from St Thomas; Harriet, from
Triuidud. Below, bark Catharina; brig J H Elliot,
Turks Islaud.

[By

ships

1

gy Fervour
!

Invited tu examine the

Stock.

BALL L. DAVIS.

|

!
I

I

are

No. 93
dee23

lwd

Exchance

91.

ABOUT

MATTERS

!

TOWN

BY

TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

Municipal Court—Dec. 30.

EVEYI,\«

Michael Wall, on a search and seizure proHe appealed.
cess, was fined $20 and costs.
Michael

Flaherty,

for drunkenness and dis-

turbance, was fined four dollars and costs,
which he paid.
Chas. II. White and Robert Moffat were
fined three dollars and costs each, for drunkenness and disturbance.
They paid up.
Wm. Hunt pleaded guilty to a single sale of
aud
was
fined $10 and costs.
liquor,
Arrest of Escaped Prisoners.—Lamb,
who escaped from our jail on Sunday, was ar-

yesterday morning in Windham by
Constable Varney, at' the house of Mr. John
Austen. He says that on Sunday afternoon
rested

when two of the officers were at Rooky Hill
In search of him, be was within six feet of

them, lying under
of them saw

rock.

a

He thought

one

him,

and was about to get up and
but concluded he would not until

goto them,
they called him. SootMblerwards the officers
departed, and lie started for Windham, arriving there about 7 o'clock Monday morning.—
He weut to the house of Mr. Hunnewell, Mr.
n. being aliscnt, and remaiued there until his
return; when, being told that he could not

time he broke

jail, Sunday morning,
He was brought

until lie
back to

with the owner of the team, who withdrew the complaint on condition that Jordan
should enlist. He was discharged from jail,
matter

and

immediately enlisted in the 7th regiment
and went over to Camp Lincoln.
All of those who escaped on Sunday have
been arrested, save one, Mr. Merritt, who was
the

for

justices having

disclosure.

It is not

a

debt of about $19,
accept his

refused to

probable

a

strict search

will be made for him.

Pleasant Entertainment.
Last eve.
at Lancaster Hall, the exhibition of the
—

ning,

Sabbath School connected with the Spiritualists Association, was repeated with a somewhat changed programme.
The entertain-

ment, enlivened with music by Chandler's
Band, consisted of speaking and siuging by
the children, and tableaux. It was as a whole
very finely gotten up, the pieces were selected
with good taste, containing nothing to offend
the most fastidious of any sect, and they were
spoken with fine effect. Where ali (lid so well

|

it may appear Invidious to particularize, but
we trust we shall give no offence
by commend-

tion to omit mention of that little witch—Miss
Alice

Carle—only seven years old, whose song
of “Down in Maine" was worthy oi the inimly

When

we

left the hall,

at near-

o’clock, a large and well pleased com- j
pany were preparing to indulge in an exercise |
more pleasant to those who participate than to I
spectators, but illy adapted to thick cowhides.
We dare say the second part was as pleasant
nine

to those who remained as the first had been to !
those who were obliged to leave.

A Sad Case.—Mrs. sellers, residing in the
house of Mr. John Murphy on Smith Street,

I

found yesterday, by some of the police, at
residence, in a state of intoxication, while
three interesting children were suffering from
cold, having barely garments to cover their
nakedness, aud no clothing on the bed. The
was

her

husband of this woman is
she draws three dullars a

in the army, and
week from the city

for the support of herself and family. Last
week she received $20 from her husband, a

portion of which was expended for a barrel of
flour, and another portion for rum. Her
money being all gone, she had began to barter
the flour for rum.

The attention of the Ov-

of the Poor was called to the situation
of the woman and her children, and measures

erseers

were

taken to remove them to the alms house.
__
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uries aud substantials that the markets in
and New York could fur-

Reported Advance
tack

Decision of the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue.

Assignments in the Navy.

The Porter and McDowell Court
Martials.

Washington, Dec. 30.
authoritatively tiiat there

It is ascertained
is no foundation for the rumor that the Committee ol' Ways and Means has entertained
any proposition to change the existing law in
receiving old Demand Treasury Notes for
customs.
The Secretary of the Treasury has decided
not to make any further issue of certificates of
indebtedness beyond the limited amount already to the credit of the disbursing officers.
It is understood that holders will have the
privilege, as soon as practicable, of funding
them into 20 years 0 per cent, bonds.
Fords’ theatre was destroyed by lire at six
o'clock this evening.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue is
now prepared to supply ail variety of stamps
required by the excise law, in quantities sufficient for tile use of tin* people of tile District
of Columbia and the Slates east of the Rocky
Mountains. Ail persons within the District
and States alHive specified, who are guilty of
wilfully neglecting to use said stamps hereafter, will be subject to the penalty provided la
the law.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has
decided that whenever lumber is cut, planed,
matched, tongued. grooved and bevelled, and
tints or otherwise prepared for dimension
boxes, or other packages, whether it is used
on the premises where piepnred or sold in the
market, it shall be considered a manufacture,
and used as such.
Lieut. Commander Paul Shirley has been
detached from the St. Marys and ordered to
the command of the sloop-of-war Cyane, now
in the Pacific. Lieut. R. II. Lanebrow has
been ordered to the steam »loop-of-war Lancaster.
Lieut. Commander C. C. Carpenter
has been ordered to the steamer Catskill. Assistant Surgeon Abbott has been detached
from the Chelsea Hospital and ordered to the
iron clad steamer Catskill. Assistant Surgeon
.1. G. Means lias been ordered to the iron clad

of

a

Rebel Army to At-

10

please the girls

S. H.

steamer
I.,

Lehigh.

......ft

Washington,

Dec. 30.

sales

I¥EW

COLESWORTHY’S,

Thursday, Friday

and

a

ALBUMS,

large assortment

Gift Books and

NEW YEAR'S

GEORGE A.

SUSSKRAUT,

and MAHi'rACTt'UKB.
IMPORTER
and
constantly manufacturing
i*

stock,

has

hand
the he*t

from

GtOORS,
OR-

CAPES, COLLARS, MUFFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, ic.,*c.,

Plumer Boots! Plumer Boots!
MEN'S

WAR

\\

custom

made,

•*

4.00
5.00

**

Ladies' Calf Balmorals.
I Julies’ French < a)f Balmorals. Plumer
Ladies’English tioat Tap-Sole do.

For

Last,
«*

$2.00
2.26

with

On

2.U0

PLUMER PATENT ROOTS.

One

Wednesday
for

and

LIFE INSURANCE.
New England Life Insurance
COMPANY.
ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1843.

Boston.
CASH CAPITAL, tU.3-J2.U43 74, INVESTED.

Premium# may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-anuual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid naif cash, and the balance in cash ou
live years, with interest.
Amount taken in oue
risk, is

Prices range from 25 cents to $5 00.

$15,000.

CyCall and examine, whether you want to buy
uot.

Premiums may be
after.

A CHRISTMAS GIFT!

Benj.

Noyes,
PORTLAND.

2w

FlNEBOOkS!
A rich and varied assortment of the best standard
iterature. illustrated works, and the poets, iu elegant

JOHN W.

furkey Morocco bindings

MUNGER, Agent,

No. 105 Middle Street

PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS.

__

oc30 d3m

XEW FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.
AT-

No. 03.Middle* Street

Regiment,

by the *plcndid

Band of the 17th

C. S. Inta 11 try.

ROLLINS & BOND
It a VI BEKS

ClotllN,

FURNISHING GOODS,

|

Prices to suit the Time* !

Which they offer at

SyCallia betorc purchasing el*ewhere, and
jor yourself !

COFFEE AND SPICEMILLS.

Band.

J. GRANT
respectfully give notice to hia friend*
W"1'!-1?
f ▼ and the
that notwithstanding the recent
public,
loss of his mills
and their
contents

VI. C. fl. A**ociation.

j
;

are invited.

N E W

E N GLAND.

decHd&wlm

K*
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks. Ac.
Will devote his personal attentio • to arranging
and set ting Engines, Boilers. Shafting, on reasonable
terms
IRA WINN. Aaeal.
declM dtf

Portland. Me,

or

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

A

SMALL HALL, or rooms suitable for a moll chauic's or manufacturer’s work shop.
decI7 di*3ur
Inquire at 33*) Congress street.

O Y

one

—ALSO—
ou Spring

and

one

-alro-

G. D. MILLER,

127 3Iiddle street,
X. I. 31 ITCH ELL

Rear U. S.
dec23 3m

RKirr.

MA

Cooper's Shop

ON

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

THOS. G. LOSING,
Apothooar y

lo l,et.

A.1D-

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,

northerly
brick block.
of Lime and
of the
Tli
the market. Cent
Milk Street*, directly
It commodious Chamber in the
>

cor-

at

office

New Works !

To Let.

on

The large House
the corner of Middle and Willow Streets, recently occuby Mrs. C. A Richards as a boardl*o*»e**iou given immediing house.
ately. For particulars enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR
on

SEW EDI riO.N OF

pied

oc2o tf

•

SHOULDER BRACES aud ELASTIC STOCKI NOS constantly ou hand.
The Poor liberally considered.
isoclS

ornor

oir.
facing
of
OCEAN INSURANCE CO..
dtf
No. 27 Exchange $t.
Sept. 15.1862.

Enquire

,

■

Devotes personal attention to the application
TRUSSES to Adults and Children.

To Let.
new

Proprietor,

Hotel. No. 117 Federal Street, Portland.

1

Commercial Street, head of Hobsou'* Wharl.
Inquire of J. il llAMLKN.
Office ou Hobson's Wharf.
•ep4tf

ner

RESTAURANT.

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAL'GHT

on
a

nov4eodtf
to

,

the best manner, at the

Meals at all hoars, cooked to order.

be exchanged for

modern built HOUSE, No. 30 Danforth
street, suitable for a genteel family CORtaining fifteen rooms.
Enquire of J K KING, in rear of 30 Danforth
Street.
decl&tf

in

ALBION

good Dwelling
For particulars please apply at
Portland

8 T E R 8

Cooked

TI1E HOUSE on the corner of Prospect and Casco streets—the basement
finished for a Store. A good stand for
a family Grocer.
Either would
House.

Ac.

and tba

3 7
UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt.) ready to answer any ordera
lor steam, ga* and water pipes.
>f*ain and l*as F t tings of all
descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steaaa or

a view to reach the people.
CYRIL PEARL.

Land,

Fittings,

THE

Liberal, with

Two Lots of
Spruce street.

Street.
Portlabd, Mb.

4» Union

subscriber would inform his friends
public, that he may be found at

4. The Masonic Fraternity—its Relations to
the Country, the Government, and the Conflict—its
* uture Mission.

,.

public.
5. tilLANr.

MACHINERY,

3. Maine—it* Position, its Past, its Present, its Interest and Relations to the Couutrv and its Crisis.

dcc20 4wd

TARTAR, SAIERATCS.
EET HERRS, U'.,

Steam and Gas

For Salt*.

Intelligence from Alexandria represents
Philadelphia, Dec. 29.
nish. We need not say that ample justice was
The Press has interesting news from the ! that Stuart's cavalry force, with artillery,were
rhe Large*! and Best Assortment of
done by all to the viands set before them.
Peninsula, under date of Fortress Monroe, ! yesterday camped twelve miles from there, i
DIRECTORS:
Robinson has proved himself a first rate
Martin Brimmer.
GIFT BOOKS,
Judge Hoar.
Monday. Gen. Xogiee had received iutorma- : not far from Burk's Station, on the line of the
ion from contrabands, which was considered 1 Orange Jc Alexandria Railroad.
George B. Emerson,
Joseph Coolidge,
caterer heretofore, and he does not mean to
Edward Atkinson,
William Appleton,
| ••■liable, that a body of Tot Ml
!
rebel
Two
uniforms
cfcc.
cavalrymen,
wearing
JUVENIL33S,
under
I
rebels,
A
Richard Frothinghara.
lose the reputation so honestly earned.
8haw,
QtdMy
rrimblc, who had been detached from the I similar to our own, came into and rode about [
Charles K. Norton,
George S. nillard,
iu the city—is to be fonnd at
Alexandria
did
not
remain
at
Geo.
Wiu
Sunday.
They
Patrick Donahoe,
Itoud,
irmy
Fredericksburg to assist Gen. Wise, !
Neat Currency.—Dr. Ayer, famous for
James Freeman Clarke. F. W. Lincoln, Jr.
was
Gloucester
long.
Court House,
approaching
IT.
his Sarsaparilla,fee., has enclosed the different
A telegram from the headquarters of the
with a view, as was supposed, of attacking tile I
PACKARD’S, 1
OBJECTS.
kinds of postage stamps in neat eases. On j natteries at Gloucester Point.
Our troops
Ko. Ot Exchange Street.
The objects of th*• Association are—
were under arms, waiting for the
attack, and quiet uu tlie Potomac. New
the barks of the cases are brief advertisements
PHOTOGRAPHIC
ALBUMS'—of
of
1——To secure to soldier* ur sailors, and their famievery
variety
Dec.
30.
lieu. Naglce had prepared toattack the
Youk,
enemy
bunting—a very large assortment, at the lowlies. any claims lor pay or pcusiou. Ike., at the least
of his medicines. The size of the pieces is a
A special dispatch from Washington states
iu force to-dav, (Monday.) We had two
tsr nut is
cost to the claimant
guntlrnt last evening the rebel force were near
little larger than the nickel cent but not so
boats iu the river to assist in the defence.
2— To protect soldiers or sailors, and their families,
tr*< all aud examine this Stock before purchasing
miles
from
from imf osture ami fraud.
six
Fairfax
Court
House,
elsewhere.
Chantilly,
thick. They are much more convenient for
decl6tjanl
3— To prevent false claims from beiug made against
lu
passing Stoughton's forces last night,
the Government.
rupuseu issue oi izuu.uuu.uuu in Treasury
currency than the simple stamps, and, morecovered by a wood and tlviug quickly,
though
HOUSci
LOT
FOR
SALEi~
4 —To give gratuitous advice and information to
Notes.
Stuart got a discharge of artillery and musover, the stamps cannot get defaced, as the
soldiers ami sailors
their laiuilies needing it.
New York, Dec. 20.
At
Elizabeth.
Ferry
Village—-4'ape
dead
horses
were
found this mornSfr-I'he Hoard of Director* supervise ami control
front is covered with mica. Loriug, at his I
ketry. Six
The Herald has the
the entire business of the Association, amt the charfollowing:—Washing- ing,
of the removal of the woundand
tokens
acter and standing of those gentlemen will be a guarApothecary shop, corner ot Federal and ExJ ton, Dec. 20.—It is slated to-day in financial ed. The
HE subscriber offer* for sale, at private sale, a dctwenty-five ambulances and wagons
antee to the public that tin- busiuess of the society
circles that a telegram was sent to New York
sirable House Lot at Ferry Village, Cape Elizaa iui ui uieiu.
cuiuigc sifccus,
were
and
removed
the
they
empty,
forty pris- betli. siluated School Street, beiug 47 feet on said will be conducted with fidelity and economy.
this morning advising that the Secretary of
All applications relating to the business ot the Asoners in their train were a motley crew of
back,
itnet,isd extending
the Treasury hud consented to the further
keeping ike maw width,
Deeking Hall.—The opening night of
sociation, whether bv letter or in person, should be
00 feet, ami being Lot No. 12.
Wm. Anson’s plan
sutlers and soldiers. Canby's tight at Dumissue of two hundred millions of dollars of
madeto
L*. TRACY HOWE. Secretin',
of
Turner
heirs
estate
at
said
village.
Wesley’s War Tableaux at Dee ring Hall last treasury notes. This will carry the circulat- fries was a very handsome one. With inferior
No. 11 Railroad Exchange. Boston
dec 15 eod4w
If not disposed ot previously, the subscriber will I
numbers he repelled the attack.
was
a
decided
success.
it
to
sell
said
Lot
will
medium
night
from £.'>77,000,000 (the amount
proceed
To-night
ing
estimated on the 1st of November by Secrebe again unrolled, aud we trust that the high
BY AUCTION
Loan of the City of Portland.
Message of the Governor of Missouri.
tory Chase) to £577,000,000; but the latter
on the premises, on Saturday, the 10th day of Janureputation this' picture has attained, will be
St. Lous, Dec. 30.
amount may lie reduced by the withdrawal of
ary, 1863, at 10 o’clock A. 31.
1
City op Portland,
fully appreciated by our readers. We would bank notes Irom circulation under Mr. Chase's
An advance copy of the Governor's message
For particulars enquire of Fessenden k Butler, 69
Treasurer's Office, Iteeembert8, 1862. )
recommend all to go aud sec it. This afteris published this afternoon. After congratuwill be received at this office until
Exchange Street, Portland.
policy of taking bank notes.
JOHN 8. SNOW*.
PROPOSALS
Saturday, January 3d. 1863. at 3 o'clock P. 31..
lating the Legislature and State upon the fact
noon it will be exhibited to children for the
Portland, Dec. 25. 1862.
dec25 dtjanlO*
for the purchase of Bonds issued by the City of Portthat at last a loyal General Assembly is conlow price of six cents. Send your children,
land, for municipal purposes, to the amount of
The Missouri Legislature strongly in favor
vened, he reviews the condition of the State
of Emancipation.
Cape Elizabeth Wharf and Hlarine
as nolhiug can be more
since the outbreak of the rebellion, and says
appropriate iu the
Jefferson
Dee.
29.
Forty-Eight Thousand Dollars,
City,
that the number of volunteers from Missouri,
Railway Company.
holiday season than these alternoou entertainThe Legislature met to-day. L. C. Marvin
on twenty years' time, at the rate of interest of
Stockholders of the above corporation are
after the casualities of war and mustering out
ments.
Five Per Cent, per annum. The Bouds will bo
(radical emancipationist) was elected Speaker of
hereby notified that their annual meetiug will be
dated January l*t. 1863, and issued iu sums of 8600
irregularly enlisted troops, is 27,500, which, THE
held at the couutiug room of D. T. Chase.Esq., Comof the House by twenty-four majority.
ami
81000, with semi-annual coupons, both payable
with 10,500 State militia, gives a total force of j mercial street, head of
Happy New Year!—The ladies of the
Long Wharf, on Monday,
J. H. I’ratt (emancipationistI was elected
in Portland, ami purchasers will b«* required to pay
3S.OOO in the service of the war. The enrolled
6th. 1863, at 7 o’clock P. m
for the purpose
January
Chestnut street church will hold u social Lethe
accrued
tutorial till their pa\Bento for the same.
Secretary of the Senate.
of choosiug tin- necessarv officers for the ensuing
militia, numbering 52,000, gives the State a
The right So reject proposals not deemed satisfactory
Mr. ltichardson, iu tile Senate, introduced a
vee at the vestry on Thursday, Jan. 1st, where
and to act on any utlier business that may legaltotal
of
the
latter
force
furyear,
be
will
reserved.
00,000,
grand
declaring that ail emancipationists nishing a large body of men armed and i ly come before the meeting.
de**24 edtjanS
HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.
they will be happy to see all their friends.— resolution
LEMUEL COBB, Clerk.
are favorable to
comi>ensated emancipation, as
for any emergency. The Governor |
Portland. December 27, 1862.
d8t
Admittance 1.1 cents. Refreshments for sale.
equipped
enunciated by the President of the United
treats of finance and the condition of the rail“Home Again!”
Doors open at 6 o’clock.
States, which was unanimously adopted.
roads at length, and earnestly recommends the
NOTICE.
to adopt measures to restore the
Board of Aldermen will be in session on Monundersigned would inform his old friends
syour carriers, who have been prompt in Appointment of Gen. Dix to the Department Legislature
THE
State credit and reduce the State debt conday evening, the 29th inst., at 7 o’clock, for the
of New York.
ami the public, that after an absence of twentyTHE
rain or shine, will to-morrow call on our city
purpose of leasing the Stalin in Milk Street Market
sistent
with
towards
faith
holders
of
flve
good
years, he has returued to his native place and
New York, Dec. 30.
dec27
W. W. THOMAS. 31ayor.
subscribers with a “New Year’s Address,” aud
State bonds, complete the railroads yet untlupurchased of 31 r. Thomas Richards his interest in
The Tribune states that Miyor Gen. John
the
ished.and secure the interests of private stockwith the compliments of the season. May
A. Dix has teen assigned to duty as comHI. C. HI. A.
holders. On the subject of emancipation, he
mander of the military department of New
Washington Street Bakery,
A stated meeting of the M. C. M. Associasb
they be liberally welcomed.
has
he
been
convinced
mathat
the
says
long
tion will be held at the Library Room on
where will be manufactured tho varieties of BREAD
York, vice Gen. E. D. Morgan, who resigns.
te
terial interests of Missouri would be advanced
•v vWThubuday Evening, Jan. 1st, at 74 o’clock
found in similar establishments; and he hopes, by
Temperance Assemblies.—The fifth of
▼
F. 31. CARS LEY, Secretary.
close application to business, and an endeavor to
by substituting free for slave labor, and recomthese popular dances will come otf this evedec30
3t
please, to merit a share of patronage.
mends
a
which
New Year’s Day.—The first day of tire
chihlrcd of slaves boru
plan by
after the passage of aji act shall be free, but
ning at Lancaster Hall. There will be six- | new year will lie observed as a
NT. BRADISH.
iu
this
holiday
Custom House Wharf.
remain under the control of their owners till
teen dances, and the old
GOOD FAMIL Y FLOIH by the barrel, or in les*
year will be danced
more
annual meeting of the
city
generally than it has ever been here- they have arrived at a certain age—the owndeed tf
quantities
proprietors of Custom
out and the new year danced in.
11 ouse Wharf, for the choice of
THE
and
tofore. It will be made the occasion by the
ers to be
compensated for the diminished transacting any other busiuess that may officers,
come before
value of slave mother after being thus renthem, will be holden on 3Ionday, January 5th, A. I>.
jyBuy your books aud jewelry at Dress- ladies for receiving culls from their friends, as dered
TsJ
incapuhle of bearing slave children. 1863, at 3 o’clock p. *i., at the office of Joseph W.
—
er s, HP
Exchange street, above the postotHce. has been the custom in New York from time During a discussion of the emancipation Dyer, Esq., on Commercial street.
dec277t
CllAS. M HAWKES,Clerk.
immemorial—and a good custom it is.
Old jewelry taken iu
question, he says the legislature cannot conPATT33RNS I
exchange for new. *
The Hanks in this city will be opened for the
stitutionally adopt a scheme by which owners
REWARD !
of slaves can be divided into classes, and slaves
Appointment.—A. Trendy, of this city,
accommodation of depositors from 1) to 10
For Ladies, Gentlemen and Boys.
DOLLARS will be given for the detection
of one class be emancipated without compenhas been appointed Masters Male in the U. S. I o’clock in the
and
Notes
of any person or person* stealing
and
IjRVK
conviction
drafts
morning.
sation while compensation be provided for the
G. 1,. BAIL V, 12 Eirhange St.
Nary.
papers from the doors of our snbscribers.
maturing to-morrow should be paid to-day.
other class.
<1ec26
PUBLISHERS OF THE PR’*88
uov»» eodtf
1

coulideu-e of ibe

TO LET.

CHIEF JUSTICE BIGELOW. President.
) v.
ANDREW,
Pro
V,ce Presldent*
LAWRENCE, !
WALDO UIOGIXSOX, Treasurer.
U. TRACT HOWE. Secretary.

His Ex. JOHN A.
AMDS A

CREAM

put up in etery variety of package* derired by tba
trade, aud warrauted as heretofore. Oratefbl for
past favor*, be will endeavor tu merit tbe coaUaued

of Associations, or
upon either ot the following topics:
1. Our Country—it# Mission, its Crisis, its Deliverance and Satetv.
2. The Nature. Foundation and Mission or
Civil Government, with reference to our preseut
national conflict.

OFFICE.

uas

and its Crisis.

prepared to respond to the call
Lecture Committees, and speak

Address

aolic-

ere

Boast and Ground Coffer,
SPUES,

undersigned, having returned from three
THE
years residence iu Canada, to share the fortuqcs
of his native
is
laud,

street,

ited for ml) kind* of

for crime is a relic of barbarism, discreditable to the
age, and ought to be abolished.
Per order of Committee.
dec3o
F. M. CARSLEY. See r.

\o, 1 1 Railroad Exchange.Boaton«Maaa.

Coming!

Union

(2 door* from Middle Street,) whereorder*

FOR SALE & TO LET.

WAR-CLAIM ASSOCIATION
FO R

present (and until the completion of the rebuilding or his mills at 13 k 15 Union st.,) hie place
of business is at

Question for DKcommhi.
/frso/red, That the penalty of death as punishment

Country

usual.

For the

Library

Our

by Are. he is acain

FRESH GROUND GOODS—as

The next meeting of this Association ft»r
Le<tuke# ani» Debate# will be held Thursdav evening. Jau. 1st, at 74 o’clock, iu their
Hall.

Public

n«

oc29dtf

TICKETS—2o CENTS, to be had af ( rossmmn A
Poor’s. M. S. Whittier’s, Charles Borkett's, and W.
W. Whipple's Apothecarr Stores, and af J. A. Mcrfill's Jewelry Store*, and il. Packard’s Bookstore,
tied? did

X^Jr

•

95 MIDDLE SfREEi.

During the evening Col. E. C. Mason will drill a
of the Veterans iu the School of the Comand the French Bayonet Exercise.
EJf“Tbo Seventh hope to see all their friends on
this occasion. The proceeds of the Concert will be
applied to the purchase of a set of instruments for
pany

Regimental

Olothiujg,

1

Company

the

RKCKIVIXO

New and Deairable Rtylea of

baud.

Managers —J

Protective
!

BAILEY L NOYES,
6*3 and 58 Exchange street.

on

200 Bbia. Choice Brand FLOUR, for family iaa,
by
RUFUS DECKING,
Hobson *• Wharf, foot of High Street.

Portland, Me.

declOeodly

i

BOOKS!

are

WILLARD PHILLIPS. President.
F. Stevens, Secretary.

Libby

FOR HOLIOAY PRESENTS

Holidays

forfeiture

Policies are issued on the life, or tor a term of years,
or on certain contingencies.
Creditors may insure
their debtors on time.
“My object is to call attention to the fact that a
policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
inode of making a provision lor one's family ."—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, and assist them in making application*
References in Portland may be made to the follow& Co., Steele &
ing parties: Messrs. H. J.
Hayes. K/ra Carter, Jr.. Messrs. Howard & Strout,
Geo. W. Woodman,Esq., Messrs. Johu Lynch & Co.,
ile/ekiali Packard, Esq.

56 & 53 Exchange Street,

dec20 d2w

SPRUCE DIMENSION.all ai/e*.
Doors. SASHES. BUNDS. LATHS. CLAPBOARDS—Fitted and Rough
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.

SH

FREE POLICIES.
paid in teu years—no

suited for

8»«

SHOOKS.

-ALSO-

E. C arter. A. Keith. A. B.
Morton. W. O. Fox, Cant. Janie* 1*. Jones, Capt
Joseph E. Walker, ( apt. John W. < banning. Lieut.
Charles B. WUitternore.

The

$335,000.

Glass Pictures.

JUVENILE

300 000BUAKDSAWW>Mn*
6.000 Susrar Box

prepared to furnish
millS Company divides its net earnings to the life
A policy holders, (uot in scrip a* some companies
do.)in cash, every live years.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1S6S to Life Members was

fresh lot of these

C“-

fok sale.

December 30th.

Music.by Chandler's

Fbwr

ar-

Our collection in LAKLK, and selected with enre,
mntaining many well-known American and English
popular works, witli all the LATENT PUBLIC Ar ION S. l'lease remem her,

Wooli.

IliYemliri 31st, 1S62

q

Cotillon

vuiirotvpi: pictures.

Canada

Fortlatui. Dee 10,

HALL,

GKR^lsTID

Fromenade 31u#ic

sources.
If this be so, then there
be rebels yet whose ears are at the Government's speaking tidies.

foster,

A-SSfc ffSj?pricc^,iT.*”l^”lnd

City Hall,
N£W YEAR’S EVE,

i

Board*.

line

Flour, Flour.
Titaffi^WSk*08 ;lf Weatera and*

PROUE.YADE CONCERT !

77J

WTe have the largest assortment in the State of Maine,

«•

11,^ °f L'nion Wb"ff

Portiand. Dec

NeAv

rebel

dec22

.«

Board..

Clapboards—planed.
30.000 Spruce
C
lapboards.
100.000 Extra Cedar Shingle*.
By
r
.. .t0.K0

-AT-

nust

Ac

..

Union

aS®
fS®*ft SpruceShipping
25.000
Hank.

Saturday Afternoons,

7th Maine

•edition three weeks before its arrival, and

Bailey

Cbicaaaw
Augusta

*'
14

FOB TUI BENEFIT OF THE

MT'It is now said that the rebels at Baton
Rouge knew of the destination of Banks’ ex.

They are just

*'

65
60

:

OF

!

T-qooawtawssW

children—at the low price of 6 centa.

WrdnrMlay

>r

I

-also-

43, 43 A 47 Union Street.

The Saco Democrat lias dcmonstrated, to its own satisfaction, no doubt, that
Ben. Burnside is no military man, and that, if
lie had not been overruled by Ids brother of-

WE

IVholoinIr

I

EXHIBITIONS ON

3-10th*.101J

have just received auother
beautiful

DANA A CO.

At

1

CARDS OF ADMISSION—15 ceuta; cbildreu 10
conta; reserved acata, 25 cents..

J

-on ,,
deea0dlllt

dec27 d8t

;y Do not purchase a pair onloM a trade stamp is
on each pair.
All other* are imitation*.
Portland, Dec. 9.1*3.
dec9 3weod

Michigan Central. 91
l iiited States 6's of 1881 coupons.1024
Fiiitod States demand notes.12e*
Treasury 7
Tennessee 6‘s. 54
Missouri 6>. 54
American Cold,.132?
Facitic Mai!. .13ii
New York Central.I05?
Erie. 60
Hudson,. 78?
Ilarlem. 25*

*'owtb of ltita.

i

additional attraction* commencing

and

Tuesday Evening,

C. F. THRASHER & CO.,

Michigan Southern,. 44I

SOO SJ-’SHELS HERDS GRASS

Exhibitions given each evening, at 7j o’clock.

Are

perfectly easy when first put on,require no breaking in, do not distress the feet at all.
One cun walk
all day and not feel tired in the ankle* or feet. Thev
conform to the uatural organization of the feet—
therefore make no com* or bunions, and those who
are suffering with those trouble* will find
great relief by wearing the Plumer Boots. We have a full
assortment of Plumer Boot*, made with the
principle fully carried out.

new

«RAMS SEED.

I

TABLGAI'I!

AT DEERING

Ladies’ Ralmoral Hoots.

mill—either

MERCHANDISE

WESLEY’S

CalfBoots,
PlumerLaat,*8 00
outside tap-sole.“
8.80

a

xiLsr

Cheap

RE-OPENING

considerable expertmanufacturing but

j

I

New Year's Afternoon.

GRAND

French

n„'.

Doors open at 2—to commence at
2j o'clock
r D.
t. v
,SAJI SUARPLfey, Manager.
J.
Newcomb, Agent.
dec29 5t

No. 120 Kiddle Street.

nov21

Illinois Central scrip.
glj
Michigan Southern guaranteed,. 85*

roin

connection

■Jassr-

J. F
Escort, Fred King, J. Dan lord, Cool
Burgess, f A. Boyd, <». W. Bailey, Win. F razee J
D. Newcomb,
Wally Thomas, O. D. Underwood,
Frank Kent, J ». Bowles. F. Wallace. J.
Williams.
'.-w^r ree Balcony Concert at 7 o’clock each cceulng by tin- liras-* Hand.
at
Doorsope" 7-eonci rt to commence at 71 o'clock.
Tickct* 25 cent*. No ball
juice.
A grand Meet entertainment will be
given for the
accommodation of ladies and children, on

All the Latest Styles of
fur.
-COjfPIHTISO

AFTERNOON.

LOoZATTHEXAUESSim Sharpiev,
SuJUran, Dick

on

week'' **ortl»»d

m,k<'
to operate

profession—eularged

NO. 120 MIDDLE
8TKEET,

in*

WAITED.
had
hl?!in« with

enc<? m

jM. |sli y t J(L

Sharp ley', opera Hour., Philadelphia.

all of which will be sold on the most
retuimiable twm9
AH" Cali before purchasing elsewhere.

governed themselves accordingly. It is further said Geu. Sbepley heard that Bunks was
:o supersede Butler two or three weeks before
;he event took place, deriving his information

wislii« board
<-ood

m for ,wo

!

Sixteen Stare ot the Kthiopian firmament, tinder thiimmediate direction of tin- great
original roimdian.
Sas Shakplky—Ihofcuost
witty,amusing and entertalnlng performer* living The moat complete organIzatiou in existence; the bint
linger.; the beat daucera; the best miiaicians: and the Tax.!
delineators in
the Ethiopian
and improved for
the travelling season of 1S03. Evers
thing new, tre»h
aud original.

Christmas A New Year’s Presents.
dec23 8w

Stock Market.
New Yokk. Dec. 30.
Second faxird—Stocks active.
Chicago & Hock Island.. S3?
Cleveland it Toledo.
76j
Catena it Chicago. H3

lie would have sacrificed the whole
ray of the Potomac.

°

deeffi-lw1*

celebrated, original and only SAM sir
THE
LETS MI ysTRE/.S A Mi AMASS
JlA\},
from

-FOR-

® 6jd.

ficers,

Single Gentleman

A.nS“5&Eoi,}-

of

Fancy Articles,

)(

Family.

4'

HALL.

Satirday

t

W a.li,

-ALSO 03f-

Xew York. Dec. 30.
1100 bales at 87 a 67* for mid-

Heading.

CITY

Positively Three \iKIil« Only

-ALSO-

PHOTOGRAPH

Flour—.State ami Western be better;
Superfine
State 5 80 ® 5 95; Extra do 615® 6 30;
Hound
Hoop Ohio6 76a*> 85; Western 6 80 s 6 45; Southern
better; Mixed to good 680 ,«* 7 10; fancy and Extra
7 20 ® 9 00; Canada more active anil firmer; Extra
6 25 <l 8 00.
Wheat—firm; Chicago spring 1 20 ® 1 31; Milwaukee club 1 28 ® 136; Winter Ked Western 1 4o u.
1 45; White Western 1 37 ® 1 56.
Corn—scarcely o firm; Mixed Western 79 for
sound shipping, aud 66 ® 78 for unsound.
Beef—a shade lower; C ountry Mess 7 00 ® 9 00.
Fork—tinner: Mess 14 31 ® 14 50.
Sugar—more active aud «fc better; New Orleaus
9) a lOj ; Muscm nda 9 «
Coffee—qniet; Hio 29 a, 30.
Molasses—sales by auction 100 bbls old crop New
Orleans at 28j tv 30; New Orleans in fair demand at
25 {v 35c lor old crop, aud 44
56 for new crop.
freights to Liverpool—dull; flour Is 7$d; grain 6d

......il-.l

Enemy

;

Hour.

Welcome the New Year!

boys.

No. 92 Exchange Street.

New York Market.
Cotton—arm

and

WANTS.

RETURN OF THE FAVORITES.

Splendid

-AT-

New Madrid to be Reoccupied.
Cairo, Dec. 30.
Xew Madrid is to be reoccupied. The 38th
Iowa went there to-day. All is quiet at Columbia.

dling uplands.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

TOYS!

From Fortress Monroe.
Fortress Monroe, Dec. 28.
Tbs Iron-clad steamer Moutauk arrived at
Hampton liouds this forenoon. The gunboat
Santiago de Cuba arrived this foreuoou. Tile
British frigate Melpomene lelt to-day.
The
Monitor and Passaic went down the Beads
this afternoon.

n_

Gloucester Point.

New and

From California.
Sax Francisco, Dec. 30.
Wells, Fargo & Co. will charge 7 a 8 per
cent for shipping gold to Xew York
by the
next steamer.
It is generally anticipated that the treasure
shipment lor Xew York will he exceedingly
light, uml the bulk going forward will go by
British steamers from Aspiuwall.

be r >ade.

Eepulse

Portland, Boston

MISCELLANEOUS.

No further issue ot Certificates to

j

j

Merchant’s Exchange Eating House.
Mr. John Robinson, who has fitted up Nos. 17

Exchange street in a handsome manner,
for an Eating House, gave an opening dinner
yesterday. The tables were spread in the
rooms of the second story, running the whole
length of the building. Many of his old customers, comprising merchants, lawyers, phyaicians, and others, were present, aud the press
of this city was well represented. The bill of
fare comprised everything in the way of lux-

TO

Grilliu was continued a* a witness, but dismissed alter a short examination. Brig. General
Idle—Rumored Ambuscade of part of Gen.
Sigel’s Forces by Stonewall Jackson.
Reynolds was next sworn. His evidence bad
reference to the enemy's movements on the
Xr.w Yokk, Dec. :10.
gittli
and 30th of August, by which they had
The Herald's dispatch says it is not
likely j
that the army of the Potomac w ill long reoutflank'd our army anil came between his
forces and those of Gen. I’orler. He knew
main idle. Its immediate destination, howtheir progress was fdta long w hile unopposed,
ever, is only a matter ot conjecture.
Rumors have been current to-day that an 1 hut testitled to the unfavorable nature of the
ittack had been made by Stonewall Jackson I ground in Gen. Porter's vicinity, which would
upon (icn. Sigel’s corps in the vicinity of Slat- i have prevented the free maneuvering of his
ford Court House, and that after being reMaj. Gen. Hyland of the 13th New
j troo|>s.
York was examined. He said his regiment
pulsed he had drawn a portion of Sigel's lorce
ulo an ambuscade, and captured a
large nutn- was attached in August last to the first Brig>er of prisoners.
Xo official information of i ade of Morrell's division. He was questioned
■uch an engagement has been received here in 1 as to tile march from Kesly’s Ford to Warrenton Junction.
He stated that on the route
my official quarter.
The Times' dispatch states that Stuart I the portion of the army to which lie belonged
was much fatigued and in need of provisions.
crossed to the Alexandria Pike and drove the
He related as far as lie knew the incidents of
tickets into Fairfax Court House, when Gen.
the battle of the iftlth of August, giving the
Stoughton opened lire upon him with two
various dispositions of his own and other
companies of the 15th regiment, concealed in
piece of woods. The rebels then retreated, regiments of the first brigade of Morrell's
division
which was in the front, and estimated
tnd were hastened iu their movement by
the attacking force of the enemy at 10,000.
mother volley of musketry and a few shells
! brown from a
battery planted there for this Brig. Gen. Sykes, commanding a division in
pecinl purpose. None of the Union soldiers Gen. Porter’s corps, was sworn. He deposed
to having been culled to a consultation on the
vere killed.
The loss of the rebels is not
tositively known, but it is supposed that sev- evening of Aug. 27th, witli Gens. Porter. Mor1 ■ral were killed.
rell and Butterfield, to consider an order from
Two horses were killed and
wo
captured. The last heard of Stuart (ien. Pope to Gen. Porter, directing him to
1 vas rebels
advance with his command. Atone o'clock
at 12 o’clock Sunday night, when he
>assed through Vienna, closely pursued
morning he had declared himself
by the following
iol. Wyudham's cavalry brigade.
opposed. a« they, the other Generals, had done
also, to such a movement before daylight. He
stated by favor ot the court the reasons which j
Reported Capture of Knoxville. Tenn. by
influenced his opinion, namely: the extreme
Union Forces—The Rebels Driven
darkness of the night, the roads encumbered
into Murfreesboro’.
with wagons and the possibility of reaching
Louisville, Dee. 29.
(fell. Pope ill time even should they start by
The Postmaster of Richmond, Ky., says Col.
daybreak, and Gen. Porter, he said, moved by
alter, commanding a Union brigade, has
these opinions of his principal officers, had acapt tired Knoxville, Tenn., and destroyed four
nidges and a large (Hirtiou of the railroad ceded to remain.
In the McDowell Court of Inquiry, the
i rack between Knoxville and
Dandridge.
cross-examination of Gen. Sigel was concludGov. Mortou, of Indiana, is here.
It is not
ed. At its close an opportunity was afforded
rue that he has ordered out the militia of Inhim to make any explanation of the testimony
liana as reported.
Passengers iu a train from Louisville to there, but he desired time to consider, ami
would transmit it in the morning to the court,
! ibepberdsville to-day, report they heard
heavy
of Sigel’s stall', was examined
1 iring up to four o’clock this
afternoon, iu the (’apt. Duhlgren,
McDowell is
< lirection of Lebanon
Junction, and reports concerning a remark towhich Gen.
said
to
have
made
him w hilst bearer of a
1 ire current that Col. Harlow's
brigade are in
he rear of Morgan's forces, and it is supposed
message from Gen. Sigel to Gen. McDowell.
He confirmed the testimony of his Chief. He I
nay have engaged them helbre this time.
was also highly questioned about the move- j
It is rumored that a part of Morgan's forces
ire at Bardstown, and tlmt
they have destroy- ments of the enemy on the road from Gains- j
ville to Manassas during this time.
1 'd a
portion of the track near Elizabethtown.
The rebels have been repulsed three miles
corn Munfordsville, and everything there is
Stuart's Cavalry within Twelve
■ale.
Miles of Alexandria.
Gen. Rosecrans' forces have driven the reb■Is into Murfreesboro’.
It is supposed that Morgan is skedaddling out
if the .Stale.
The
of the
at Dumfries.
Tim

ing particularly the dialogue by Misses !
Wright and Ilainblet, and the “Ladder of i
Life” by Miss Bouncy. The military performance of Capt. Eddie Hall and company was
received with shouts of applause. The tableaux were very fine, particularly the Wedding of the Fairies and the Marriage of Pocahontas. We should be unjust in this connec-

itable Dodge.

Fayetteville, Ark., Dec. 29.
One op the most difficult and daring raids
of the w ar has just been made
by a pan of llie
army of the Iroutier.
Gen.
Herron
started with a porSaturday.
tion of his cavalry and infantry for the other
side of the Boston Mountains.
Gen. Blunt
left Cave Hill at the same time by another
route.
The columns, about 6,000 strong, went
in light marching order with six days cooked
rations, and marched forty-two miles without
stopping. Gen. Herron took two batteries
without caissons.
The artillery and baggage
were drawn across the nionutaius
by twelve
horse teams.
At daylight yesterday morning the commands joined at Lee’s Creek, three miles south
of the mountains, where the cavalry and artillery, numbering 2,000, started for’Van Buren, leaving tlie infitntry to tollow ns fast as

Keliel regiments of cavalry were encountered at Dripping Springs.
Alter a sharp skirmish they were put to flight,
leaving seven
killed and many wounded on the Held.
Our
loss was nine killed and but few wounded.—
Our forces immediately followed the
flying
rebels to Van Buren, where a splendid
charge
was made, led by Generals Blunt and Herron
in |K>rson, resulting in a complete victory over
the enemy.
The rebel cavalry rustled aboard
some steamers and
escaped to the other side of
Lite river.
Two steamboats and over one hundred
prisoners, among them several officers and Gen.
Hindman's express messenger, were captured.
A third boat was run ashore, which with
tiiose that took the rebels across the river, w ill
be destroyed.
A large quantity of corn, camp
equipage,
transuortatioi, mules and horses were also
seized.
The full extent of the capture is not
known.
When the messenger left the infantry and
artillery were about eight miles in the rear,
hastening forward as fast as the nearly impassable roads would allow.
The |H‘ople of that section were taken entirely by surprise and were terribly frightened.
Gen. Hindman is on the other side of the
river with his whole force, unable and unwilling to engage us,
The pathw ay to the Arkansas river has now
been opened, and if the gunboats will
open
the lower end of it. the winter's work of the
ol
the
frontier
is
marked
out.
nrmy
clearly
Heaikji ahters, St. Louis, Dec. 29.
H. W. Hallcck, General in Chief:—Generals
Blunt and Herron moved over the Boston
Mountains on Saturday, and advanced without
halting to Van Buren. They drove the euetny
across tlie Arkansas river, killed and wounded
a few, and took three steamboats, some
camp
equipage, and one hundred prisoners. The
march of forty-live miles with arms and service, over tlie mountains and through tile deep
mud of the valley, was a most gallant and arduous affiiir.
S. B. Curtis, Maj. Gen.

jail yesterday afternoon.
Jordan, who also escaped on Sunday, was
brought back to the jail yesterday morning.—
He was under arrest for stealing a horse and
wagon. His friends yesterday settled the

under confinement

Bold and Successful Dash of Federal Troops
into Van Buren, Ark.—Precipitate
Flight of the Enemy.

BY TELEGRAPH.

possible.

remain there, he started on his hands and
knees for the house of Mr. Austen, where lie
was found.
His feet are in a bad condition,
being frozen. He bad no shoes on from the
reached Windham.

PAPERS.

•--

Fiom Hilton Head.
aew York, Dec. 30.
The steamer Star of the South lias arrived
from llilton Head. She reports tile Merriinac
repairing, aud would sail about the 28lli with
the 177lh and 102d Xew Xork regiments for
Xew Orleans. The troops in the meanwhile
accommodated on shore. The propeller Shetucket, with two companies ol the 42d Massachusetts, put into l’ort ltoyal for coal and
water, and sailed on the 20th for Xew Orleaus.
The steamer Star of the South brings 130 sick
aud wounded soldiers.

CASEY'S U. S’. TACTICSj

Army Regulation*.
HALL L.

Cailt FramtHi.
PORTRAITS OR LAN DSCAPES of any
size or style desired— latest patte rn* lid
I m
workmanship—made to order bv
MORRISON A CO.,26, Market Square

DAVIS.
53

F>R

Exchange

8tr«ft

dti

Sent. 27. I*i2.

DOLE

At

MOODY,

GENERAL

_

Christmas and New Year’s

Commi««ion

PRESENTS.

Merchants,

AXD WHOLK** ALK PEA LLBS IB

.,

1

1

114

MIDDLE

FLOUR. CORN AND PRODUCE,

STREET.

No.
extensive assortment of i>oods for the

ANHolidays, consisting of

PORTLAND. Mr

Kail
of

_i

lessen

me

dee?T

ou

tober. 1863. are hereby requeued to deposit the same
hauds, for which leceiuts will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certificates-of stock In the
Portland A K»**«kc Railroad, (a ntw organization,) as n"1" as tbe books aud certificates can be
prepared. i** accordance with a vote of said CompaJ. S. CUSHING.
ny, Nov 6. 1*51
Treasurer Portland & Keunebes Railroad.
declSdtt

Augusta. Dec. 16. 1863.
HORSE

KAIL

ROAD.

Annual Meeting of the PORTLAND AND
THE
FOREST A VENUE RAILROAD COMPANY
will be held at

BLACKVIONE ROl'SE,

throughout

second mortgage Bo ids of the

iu my

t il l*. DAY, Jr.

.Bostos.

//,.«»* conducted on
The subscriber has
above House, and newly ftiruished It
1 he House i* uow open to the public.
A. P MORRISON. Proprietor

Kontl Bonds.

coupons

11-4 Middle Street.

Haxovut Strkst.

MOODY.
eodtf
C

the
Kennebec aud Port laud Railroad Co., with all
HOLDERS
the loth of Octhereon due
the interest

POC KET DIARIES tor lft03.

Formerly Mansion
the European plan

PBAXKLIX

June 23.

New patterns of Silver Fruit Knives and Silver Napkin Rings- work-boxes, writing desks, portfuhos,reticules, ladles and cents’ dressing case*, ladies companions, brush and comb boxes, segar cases, gents'
small hand trunks, checker and backgaiumou boards,
chess men, dominoes, jack-straws, ladies’ tiue travelling bags, portmonuaies, shell and pearl oard cases.
PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS, ladle* and gents'
skates, parlor skates,boys' chests of tools, ineershaum
pipes, do cigar holders, girls and boys sleds—together with a large assortment of CHtLDUEX's Toys.
FT"A’ VERGREEXS by the jard, and in wreaths.

181

Galt Block Commercial Street,

AlfDBEW T. DOLK.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware,

dec* iseedtjan 1

5

coming

1

the counting room of M. G. Palmer,
144 Middle Street, on Monday, the fifth day of January. A. D. 1868. at 8 o'clock F. M.. for tbe choice oi
officers for the eutuing year, and the transaction of
any other business which mav legally come befbre
them
M G PALMER. Secretary
Portland. Dec 18. 1*51
dceWeodfJaok

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Mutual Life Insurance.

Expressly corrected

New York Life Insurance Comp')-,
Established in 1845—Net Capital over

TWO MILLIONS and a quarter.
Company has paid since its organization to
Widows, Orphans and Creditors of the Assured,
upwards of

THIS

It is one of the Oldest, Safest and most Successful
Life Companies in the United States, and affords to
wishing to participate in the benefits of Life
persous
Insurance, advantages not excelled, and in some respects not equeilled by any other in this country.
8trict Economy—('are in its Risks, and Sqfe Investments, characterize its management.
It is a purely mutual company, all its profits being
divided among its members annually.
In addition to all the various forma of Whole
Like. Short Term. Endowment and Akwcitt
policies which it issues, wo invite special attention to
a new feature in Life Insurance introduced by this
Company some two years since, viz: the issuing of

Forfeiture,

to

aud upon which the premiums cease at the end of ten
years, whereby under any and all circumstances the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original design ot
the assured be attained, either in whom or in pari, in
exact proportion to the amount of
paid.
No better evidence is needed of the prosperity and
•uocess of thin C ompany than the fact showu by the
recently published olheial reports, viz: that

premium

IT ISSUED A LARGER NUMBER OF LIFE
POLICIES DURING THE YEAR 1861. THAN
ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE
UNITED STATES.
Further
on

information will be cheerfully furnished

application by mail

or

WARREN

otherwise to

for the Preps

to

December 81.

An additional duty of Hops.
10 pc is levied on all mer- Duty 5c p ft.
chanuise not imported di- First Sort, 1862. .14 @16
reel from the place of proI rou.
duct ton or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp $6,
A »he«.
Bnr tod exceeding 860 p
ton value #17 p ton, exDuty 10 pc ad val.
Pearl p !t».74@ 8f reeding 860 p ton 818,
8j less than 4 inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
A pple«.
rounds less than A inch
Green p bbl.81**51 H
or more than 4 inches in
Sliced p lb.6 Side
5 @0
Cored P ft_
diameter, and squares
Encored p !b
34 less than A inch or more
than 4 inches square 820,
Bread.
Railrmut #12 50, Boiler
Duty: 30 pc.
aud Plate #25 p ton.
Pilot p 100 lbs. 854 @
Sheet 2«2je p ft and
Ship
.4; @|
Crackers per bbl.. .#@4 8j #3a6 p ton.
Crackers, p 100 .36 @40c Common.3A@ 3}
"
Batter.
Retined 4a 41
Swede.6 (@ fta
Duty 4c p ft.
(@23c
Family p ft.21
Norway.64@ 7
Store.14 @15 Cast Steel.22 @24
German Steel —14 @16
Bran*.
Marrow p bush82 60 @2 75 Eug!i*h|Blis.Steel. 16 @17
Pea.2 75@3 00
@ 10
Blue Pod.2 37@2 62 Sheet Iron, Engl. 6j@ 6^
Sheet Iron,Russia.17
Candle*.
Duty: Sperm and Wax Sc, do Rus im’t.. 13 @14
l.ard.
Steanne bo, Tallow 2^c
Barrel, p ft.10A@101
P ft
Mould p ft.18|c@14 Kegs, p ft,.10j@llc
Lnitlarr.
Sperm .32 @35
( h, r»r.
Duty 30 Pc ad val.
New York, light 28 a 30c
Duty 4c p lb.
do. n:d. wt»...8o @31
Vermont p lb ...11 @12
Country.104@11 do. heavy.30 @31
do.
Coal—(Retail.)
32 @34
Duty: From Hr. J*rovinev A mer. Calfskins. .75 @86
es free, otherforeign Hi- Sl’ter Wax Loath. 19 @ 20
tumenous #1 10, all othLead.
er kinds 60c p ton.
Duty Pig lie p ft.
Cumberl'd ptou 810@
Am.'Pig p loo tb.£9VS? 91
Whiteash.9 @>
!Foreign Pig.94 a
Sheet and Pipe.. lokaloj
Lehigh.9@
Lime.
Franklin. 9@
10 Pc ad val.
Coffee.
Rockland, cask .68 @75c
Duty 6c p ft.
Java P ft.35 @86c
Lumber—From yard.
St. Dondugo.30 a31 Clear Pine, No. 1.838 @
do.
Rio .32 @ 33
No.2. 34 @
do.
Mocha.None.
No.3 24 a)
do.
No.4. 14 a
Cordage.
Duty Tarred2*c, Manit- Shipping Lumber 17 @18
la 2k, all other 34 P ft. Spruce.10 @11
American p lb .13 @14J Hemlock.8 @10
Russia Hemp.1610.17 Box Sh’k*,(cash) 48 @60c
Manilla.13 @184 Clapb'ds, S ext..814 @16
P
Bolt rope, Russia lty@17f do.
30 @32
Manilla.14 @15 Shingles, Ced. ext 24@ 3
do.
do.
Cement.
No. 1.2' a 2j
do. ext. Pine.3j@ 31
P bbl.81 30@1 35
Laths, Spruce... 100@125
Drug* aad l)ye«.
Duty p lb—(St Pinna- do. Pine.1 25a 1 80
mon£2, Oil Almonds and Red Oak Staves
Otto of Hose #1 50, 0*7 Mol. lihd. Shooks
Bergamot, Cassia and &. Ueads.city 2752 2 87
Cloves 81, Ifydriodate Sugar do. city. 275@2 87
potash~bc,Cantharides. do. do. c’try.l 26@160
Mastic,Ipecac,Rhubarb. Country KitTMol.
lihd. Shooks... 1 60@ 1 75
Cardamons, Oil Lemon,
Anise and Orange, Jo- Slash.150(al0Q
dine 60c, To/m and (Yude
@34
Campht>r 3oc, Re fined do. Hackmetack Tim40c, Tartaric Acid 20c, her, p tun.10@16
(Htric
(Yearn Tartar,
Moln»*«e«.
Acid, Shellac, Copal, lla- Duty 6c p gal.
maraud Hum* used for
86
like purposes 10c, Alm s, Trinidad.35 a 36
claved
30 @32
Verdigris, Chlorate of Cuba
do.
do. tart. 27@28
Potash, ('arb.
6c. ftnracic Acid, Yellow do. Muscovado 82 @33
Pmssiate Potash and New Orleans.
Portland Syrup, lihda..26
Ited do. 10c,
Oxalic Acid and Sugar
do.
bbls 27
um
Letul
!Y a i I *•
4c.
Asphalt
of
and fii-(hro. Potash 3c, Duty: (Hitlc, Wrought2c,
Sago lie, Epsom Salts, Assorted 3c p ft.
Root, 7<4-< arb. Cask.45*J@4 75
\a val Store*.
Soda, Caustic Soda lc;
('astor Oil 50c P gal.. Duty: Turpentine, Rosiim
£2 p oz.. AtPttch, Tar20pearfra/5
um 6lkt p cwt., Copperas
s.
15c VgaJ.
60c p cirf.. Muriatic Ac- Tar(foreign)p bbl.8l3@16
id 10 pc ail ral., Spong- litcll (Coal Tar).

Pot.7j@

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollar*.

Life Policies not subject

Stock 10 4>c ad ral.
American refined .8!@ 9c

THE MARKETS.

INSURANCE.

1

5j
4j

"
.4j(5; 5
Twine.
Rough.6 Duty 36 fc>c ad val.
Ten*.
Cotton Sail.83 @85c
Flax
•'.40 (5
Duty: 20c ^ lb.
Hyson.75c®81
Baking.45 550
_42 @ 50
Young Hyson-76 5 1 Hemp
Oolong.67 590 India. 205 26

SPARROW,

UNION FOREVER!

@184

slaughter.

“ELM
THE

Latest fVoni

Headquarters

!

GREAT EXCITEMENT

Hoops.830

Cicnfhgos.3&@

AT

BbBLElGtt S,

163 [Middle Street.

Liquorice

Morphine

IILITAK'
Of every

EOR SALE AT

Summer
Is

GOODS,

description,

ments he holds out to tho*e whose business
ure call them to the “Forest City.”
JONATHAN

Portland, Aug. 19,1862.
BATII

By C.

BURLEIGH'S.

Clothing

UNIFORMS,

For officers, made to order, from the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

WORK,

Of every description, made to order and warranted
to fit.

The largest and best selected stock of

READY-MADE CLOTHING,
-add-

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,
—Ever offered in Maine,

can

be

obtained at-

BURLEIGH’S,
▲11 of which will be soldeo
isfaction to the purchaser.

as

to warrant entire sat-

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS
AND TRIMMING GOODS

▲^e unlimited in quantity, qnality or price, and will
b# told very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.
Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
rise

on

to look at
it

was

our

stock

before pur-

bought before the great

goods.

163 Middle Street,
JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland, July 22, 1882.

Land in

BLISS, Proprietor.
dtl

HOTEL,

•♦•Terms 81 per day. Stable

d«m

Franklin, Me.

j

^

The

AMER1CAN, NORW Et»IAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. 31.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. $35. Tirst Class, $77 to $92—according
to accommodation,—which iucludcs tickets on Graud
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. $186.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co.. 31outreal,or to
J. b. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23. 1862.
dtf

inviting
large cities.
The Sagadahock is one of the finest, most spacious. and best appointed Hotels iu the State, located
within thiee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House. Ac., being directly iu the business centre of the City.
Term* Moderate by tbe Week or Day.
Bath, June 23,1862.
dtf

DR. €. II. OSGOOD,

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSADUMKEAQ, MAINE.

SURGEON * MECHANICAL

^HSdENTI8T,

subscriber would very respectfully anto his numerous fViends. ami the

nounce

(■public generally, that during the temporary
_r_JlcompuIsory suspension of bis business he

Xo. 8

furnished this well-known house anew, and is
jow better than ever prepared to wait upon his cus^>mers, and hopes by strict attention to their wants
to merit a contfnuauce of the
patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO
dfcw tf
P&ssadumkeag, June 28,1862.
tias

OI’P. OLD CITY IIALL,
PORTLAND, ME.
Artificial Teeth inserted oci Gold, Silver and Vul-

canite base.
3md& woe

Judge
appointed the undersigned*
Commissioners to receive and examine all claims and
demands against said estate. And all persons are
hereby notified that the meetings of the Commissioners for the above purposes will be held at the
office of Frederick Fox, 64 Middle street, Portland,
on the last Saturday of each of the following
months,
viz: November. December, 1862. January.
February,
March and April, 1863—fVom 2 to 5 o’clock P. M., ou
each of those davs.
GEORGE E. B. JACKSON, l n
1KV1XG W 1-AltKEK,
Portland, Nov. 8, 1*12.
nov8

#

Book and Job

POWER

Printing Office,

No. 82J EXCHANGE

JCommiMicMcr,.

STREET,

KRS'r for the weary.

ANDERSON’S
Fox Block,

Second Floor,

SPRING BED BOTTOM!
Patent

desirable mechanical arrangement
beeu in
THIS
sufficient length of time
that it

has now
to shew
gives entire satisfaction aud actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Bed department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencie*. and yet happily
overcoming all
their detects. It is flexible as hair, aud yet so recuperative as to brihg itself into ptace with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged aud old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness.
They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, aud uot liable to get out of* order.
use a

The

Proprietor! of the PortlaSD Dailt Pun*!
rerpectfully invite attention to their ftcilitiea for executing, in beautiful ityle, every deicriplion of

JOB PRINTING

1* Ex

l*rime.12]

a.

TESTIMONIALS

Their Establishment is tarnished with all the
a*>proved modern machinery, and their assortment of

Book and
Is

adequate to

Commercial House*

of spring bed

fully equal if

Variety

!

Ac., Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limingtou, Limingtou, Ac., Ac.
At
River, tri-weeklv, for Hollis, Limerick,

AND

cheerfully

recommend it
Augusta. Aug. 6. 1862.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

Ossijiee, Newfield, 1’arsonsfield, Effingham.I reedom,
Madison. Eaton, Limingtnn, Cornish, Porter. Ac
«*ov 13
ALEX’R BAILEY, Jr.. Sup’t.

Billets ft Circular! in Every Variety of
Type

On and after Monday, Mav 5, 1862,
will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Fat miugton via Brunswick, at 1 P. 31.
Leave Farmingtou for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. 31.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A 31.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

do. (small).&@ 3] Pickle*,
bbl_$74 ft 84
BANK-CHECKS, NOTES, AND BILLS OF LADING.
Fruit.
Rice.
15,000 Acres of Land—supposed to conLemons,
Cleaned
Duty:
Oranges,Duty.
14c, Padaverage.about live thousand of stumBanana* and Plantains dy Jc f* lb.
of sptuce, bemloc and pine, besides
per*
20 4>c ad rat., Almonds Rice V lb.64 ® 74
much hard wood, ai.d a
go d giowtb ol \oung tluif4c, and Shelled do. 6c k)' Runt.
ty juniper—a pond or lake, near the ccut'ie, o about
lb. Nuts and Dates 2c Portland distilled 63 @65c
1000 vc es, with a good waterpower at its outlet.—
TAGS riKECED WITH HOLES A GLUTEN'ED
This pond flows, by the present dam, shout 1000 seres I
V !b. Curran?*, Figs, Saleratus.
WHEN DESIRED.
Plums, Prunes and liai- Saleratus D tb.64® 7c
of meadow, jvluch can be put into glass, to
great ad- j
sms
be
#
lb. Citron 90 Suit.
vantage, by withdrawing the flowage.
read ral
In
bull
The Mill is but a short distance from tide water, j
18c.
and
in
Duty
Almonds—Jordan V lb.
where the Lumber is loaded.
bag* 24c ¥> 100 lbs
Soft Shell.20 ft2ic Turk’s Is., *> hhd.
This property by mortgage fell into the bands of
Shelled.25
@30
the present owners, who reside at a distance, and the
(fi bus.).$2 WVS8 26
Currants.15 @ 16 Liverpool.2 60a3 (»0
Policies Printed and Bound for
land will be sold at an immense bargain to
any one
who has the faculty and inclination to
@45 Cadiz .none
fitron.42
manage it.
*ul»
Insurance Companies.
For furiher iu format ion applv to Col. ,1 L
S2i a24 Sacks Salt.. none.
LawFigs, common-none. Gr'd Butter Salt. 22 ^
rkkck. or to
LEVI BARTLETT & CO.,
@
New Kleme.18c ft 22
Starr h.
decl6 dlaw8w
No. 2 Long Wharf, Boston.
box 92? «. 3 Duty 20 4>c ad val.
Lemons,
2 50 Pearl.6x@ 71
Oranges—Havana.
R*isi«s,
Potato. 3i(gi 4s
Blue f>cask.151 @16 '1 Shot 4* 100lbs 99?@10
Black.98 a 10 Drop.310*@i
Deeds, Law Briefs,
Cases,
Bunch \y box. 400@4 16 Buck. H‘@
NEATLY EXECUTED
^ Laver.4 12a4 26
Soap.
a
fu* Dutu 35 |>c ad ral
Dates.7
And other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with
AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.
Prunes.8j@l(U loathe k Gore’s, TrowFlour—Portland insp.
bridge k Smith’s ExDispatch.
tra No. 1 %> «>.
Stipertine.96a 64
.*.9)® 9?
Ocean Insurance Company.
Fancy.6) ft 64 Family do. 84® 8|
Extra.6] ft 7* No. 1..7}7a fi
ANNUAL MEETING.
Family.7 « 7| Eagle No. 1.6j® 61
Stockbo’ders of the Ocean Insurance ComExtra Superior-7ja 81 Star.64ft 5?
pany ate herein notified to meet at the office of i Western extras-6? ft 74
Castile..124ft 16
said Company on Monday, the fifth
of January.
day
Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of
family-7''U 8] Crane's.9 ftflj
1868, at 8 o’clock 1*. M lor the purpose of choosiug
"
su|»erior. 7f@ 64 Spire**.
sevcu Directors for the
and
the transensuing year,
extra.7 ft 7\Duty: dinger Hoot 5c,
.Ohio
Printing,
action of any other business which mav then be e(Iround (linger Sc, Pepfamily.8 @ 8j
gally acted upon.
Canada superNo.l none.
and Pimento \$c,
per
Executed
in
tute
to tuit the most fastidious.
GEO. A. WRIGIIT, Secretary.
St Louis F a v Brands.8 (ft 9
Clares l.*ic, Cassia 10c
Portland, Dec. 10.1862
declO tin
Southern III. do do,7]@84
Cassia Puds 20c. Cinnal
Petansco Family. .lOftlOj
mon 25c. Mare and NutRye Flour.4j-.ft 44. megs 30c $> lb.
Pi«*r and mantle mirrors.
Corn Meal .4J ft 44 Cassia 4> lb.46 @47c
WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Buckw’t Fl’r
lb 2c «. 2] Cloves.33 ft 36
Oval, Square or Eliptical frames, with
1
Grain.
Rosewood, Black Waluut or Gilt finish made
Ginger, (Race;_30 @81
Our Styles are unsurpassed.
to order, of
Duty Com and Oats 10c, Ginger, (Africa) 30 31
any size, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and
Bye and Parley 15c. and Mace.80 ct90
\
IVheat 20c 4> bu. From Nutmegs..90 ft 92
elates re-set in old frames, by
Pr. Provinces free.
MORRUON & CO., 26, Market Square.
Pepper. 25 @26
Rye.95ftl 0f».Pimento.22 ft 24
SHOP BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
Oats.52 a 55
Seeds.
South Yel.Corn. .84 @86 Duty: Linseed 16c
|> bu
SAIL CLOTH.
Corn, Mixed.82 @85
Canary 91 k> bu., MuuARD
lb.
Barley.85 @ 90 tard 8c
Short* k> ton.
922 @23 Herds Gras*.924
ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.
Fine F>ed.25 @27 Western Clover4 10c<ftll
Bll&CBED FLAX IKK. fill BLl E STRIPES,
Red Top.93 @ 34
Grindatonra.
Portland, June28,1862.
daw
Duty: Bough—free.
Linseed.3 %
(A substitute for Cotton.)
tou.. .917®20 Canary.3J ft 4
Rough.
Dressed
.3C\a8o
Sugar.
On Han«l.
IJIIBLIACB E]| CASTAS. WIT B RED STRIPE,
Gunpowder.
\Duty: Melado2c,not\aborc !
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Duty T'allied at less than No. 12 2jc, alcove No. 12
Leaf, and at low rates at
20c V* lb 6c. over 20c 6c
and not aAorr 16 3c.ahore
Of various descriptions.
26 Market Squab*
lb
and
ad
ral.
20
No. 15 and not abore 20
V
94’ @ 5
abore No. 20 and reBlasting.
8jc.
ALL FBO.H A O Nm. 1 TO C.
Rifle and Sporting 64@ 7j
lined 4c |> lb.
III ilk Route for Sale.
liar.
Portland A.9®
ALSO OS HAKD
inquiry at this office, or No. 92 Exchange St.,
Presss’d
net T.914 @17
do.
AA.9j q)
one can hear of a chance to huv a “MILK
do.
Yellow.
Loose*.16(^17
.94®
ROUTE,” in which there is not a customer who has
II i«lra and Sltin*.
Extra Yellow
BOLT ROPE
none.
failed to pay his monthly bills
A favorable chance
&C., Duty
10 |>c ad ral
Muscovado.101 ez 11
is thus offered to any one who may wish to
For sale by
engage in
do.
in bond sjeio
Slaughte r Hides.. .64@7k
the
or to enlarge his present "route.”
business,
CalfSkin* .11613 Havana Brown.
lo>@ 12
•
uovl2eodtf
Calcutta Cow—
do.
LE MESURIER & CHAMPION,
White
12* « <84
1 80@20r New Orleans.1 lift 134
Slaughtered
Photographic Frames.
Green Salt.1 *>@1 75 Crushed. J84ft14
St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
or oval—every kind called for.
These
Dry.120a 1 J*i (.ranulated.134® 14
QOUARE
being manufactured by ourselves, except those
(^-Samples on band, and orders taken by
Sheep Pelts,Gr’n.ftG® 91) Powdered.181*14
J T PATTEN A CO.,
00f
necessarily imported, we can compete with any marSheep Pelts, Dry .75@1
Tallow.
1
ket for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26, MarOct. 11—6m
Front Street, Bath
Duty Tallow 1 $>c. Soap
ket Square,
MORRISON A C0’8.

delicacy.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for
number of years confined his attention to
PRIVATE
ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE.
diseases of
certain class. During his
he
a

a

Phillips.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned !f desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

|

November 1st, 1*G2. to Mav 1st, 18*53, the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No tire wood w ill be conveyed bet ween October 1st,
18*52, and May 1st, 1803.
Au advance in the rates of tire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting flie wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain plac** on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they will do so at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations lire wood can be carried next

FROM

Nend

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,

Having tested the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who art* in need
of such an article; and I believe it to be
superior to
anything of the kind now iu use
Waterville, April 12, 1862.
Kiv. E. HAWES.

Equity

lestimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public
houses-

Penobdot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House. Bangor.
Skowhegan House. Skowhegan.
Lewiston House, Lew-iston.
Winthrop House, Wiuthrop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.

THE

WITH

COAL

&

WOOD,

CHEAP FOR CASH,

_

DELIVERED TO ANY I'AitT OF THE CITY.
MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S.
THE GENUINE LOHBERY,

SPRING

Pure unit Free Burning.

CUMBERLAND

A

COAL

FOR SMITHS’ USE.
Coals are strictly of the beat
warranted to give satisfaction.

THESE

BY

qualify,

Also, for sale, beat quality of Nova Scotia and other

..

Hard and Molt Hood.
The public are requested Jo call, as we
mined to give good bargain, to those who

Office, Commercial St.,
*

JulSIM

head

are deterpar cash.

of Maine Wh’f.

SAWYER A WHITNEY.

Infirmary.
theTadies.

THROUGH TICKETS DI»

certain of

BY THU

and

TODD’S LUX SOLIS

!

provided with

LITTLE. Agent.
Office 31 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

■"June 23.

THE

cases

dawtf

SS

YEARS.

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

DU. E. G. GOULD'S

No. 74 Middle, corner of Exchange Street.
scptlfltf

F’in-'W'orm Syrup

more

than

Is the first and only remedy ever offered to the
public for the effectual removal of the Ascarides. or riuWotms, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two
years, ana the
fact that it i* last sup-rseding ail other worm remedies. is the best test of its great merit.
iff It affords HE LIE Fin twenty-four hours, and
an entire cure is warranted, w hen taken
according
to directions, w hich accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a m***t valuable family cathartic,
to be alwa* s used when phvsic is required’. especially
for children. It con eels the secretions. gi\e* tone
to the stomach and bowels,
assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely if
Vegetable
Extracts, anti always st\fe and reliable.
Hold in New York by Hall A Ri'chel.218Greenwich street; in Boston by GKO. G. Goodwix A Go.,
12 Mai shall street, and other Wholesale Diuggisf*.
At retail by H. 11. HAY, TortJauU.
deed 3m

twenty-five years has the well known

FURNITURE HOUSE

WALTER

COREY,

Furnished the mansious of the wealthy and tho

dwellings

of the

lowly,

PUBLIC HOUSES.

THE

POOR

MERCHANT SHIPS,
AND

STEAMERS

Not of Maine only, but of other States, with articles
of Furniture suited to their various wants.

AND

TV’O Organs of the human system

and

CUSTOM-MADE

are more

WORK.

SHIP

to Mr. H.

a

1

and I entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, ot having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus finding relief.
Iu the

meantime, most providentially. I noticed
day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD'S EYE WATER. 1 bad never heard ot it before. but determined to try it, and did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the painftil
irritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
one

light,
I

now

and went forth to the

keep

a

enjoyment of

a new

life.

bottle of it

always in the house, and if
disposed to annoy me. I give it a

ray eye seems at all
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be without it for any amount of money. 1 take occasion to
say, further, that my wife used to sutler severely at

Spring Bods, &c.
■■■•!.

FURNITURE made to order.

October 1st, 1862.

inquiry

out success,

Tables, Ac.

lo as

note of

Philadelphia, Oct. 17. 1862.
injuries received iu my right eye, when a
chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of which I suffered constant martyrdom.
Every momeuf of my waking life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with-

Rosewood and Qilt Mirror*.

—

a

From

jirice

N. B

by addressing

ranted as represented
will hr refunded.
rrnkwAHK OF IMITATIOSS: Nono «nuIne and warranted. unles* purchased
of [hr.
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special
No. jW L'nion street. Providence. R. 1.
^'•’^Tliis >i*ecialtu embraces all diseases of a nri.
rate nature, both ot M E> and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twcuty years' practice,
giving them his »rMe attention.
(^Consultations by letter orofherwi#'' are strictly confidentutl.uiui medicines will be sent by express,
seen re from observation, to all parts of the Inited
State*. Also accommodation* for ladies from abroad
wishing for a •‘♦•cure and uuiet ubtukat, with good
care, until restored to heaitn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that oyer tiro
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quack* autmally. in New Eugland alone, without any
beHejit to those" who pay it. All this come* from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll. and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of themselves. If,
assertions, iu
you would avoid being humbugged, take no man's
word, mo matter what his pretensions are, but
MAKE INQUIRY:—it will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; for. as advertising physicians, in'nine cases ou. of ten, are bogus, there la
no safetv iu trusting any of them, anless yon know
who and what tbev are.
Dk. M will send frer. bv enclosing one
a pamphlet on DISEASES Or WOstamp as above,
MEN. and ou Private /Hseases generally, giving fall
information, with the most undimbted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AST COXEl/tEXt'E WHATEVER.
>rder* by mail promptly attended to. Writa
your address plainly, and direct to DR MATTISON,
as above.
dectllv

protracted pain iu and over her eve-, and
she has found Poor Ric hard * Eye Water a sov-

Twenty
experience,
AFTER
experiment, 1 have at last found the
Years’

crcignspecific

in her case, giving her almost instant
(irateful to Cod fbr the benefit that 1 have
personally received, I cannot but commend tbe preparation to all who have been sufferers like m>self.
Pastor of

stmntly

COFFINS

Congress Street, keeps

AND

P. 8. HENSON,
Broad Street Baptist Church.

its contents.
I do not wish to
be

sell It to any rebel,

supplied

at

JOHN M.

truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisEyes. Dim Vision and Weak Eves, Deafness,
Noise in the Head, Catarrh. Rheumatism and Neuralgia. with all kiudred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, w hich, together with
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Pric k 25 c erts per Bottle.
Tube* 6 Cent*.
11 II HAY aud W

SLEEPER.

Agents.

Re-Gilt,
MORRISON k CO.

can

Oct. 23.dA w tf.

or

rebel sym-

wholesale price# by adTODD. Portland. Ms.

HOMESTEADS FOR

eased

one

JAMES P.

Agents
dressing

Is

CASKETS,

And will make o order anything of this kind that
may be ordered, at short notice, from the cheapest to
the vkhy beat. B\ giving *11v strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and
trimming
of the above, 1 cau ftiruish them cheaper than
any

Old Frame,
ND RENEWED by

pathizer.

Poor Richard’* Eye and Ear Water

Now in Use,

else.
Aug. 6,1862.

Dye!

ooloring Hair iu the world I say It boldly, and
mean it.
And say I'orther. that if any one buys my
Dye, and after trying, doe* not like it. I will reftmd
the money on returning me the bottle with one halt

eon-

all the various kinds of

of

For

Rr.uilenct 1430 Poplar St.,
FURNISHING
UNDERTAKER,| C.^*Numerous cert.ticate* PkHatie'pkia.
of a similar character
No. Ill Exchange Street, Portland,
might be-fhrnished.
rear of 411
on hand

and years

Boat

relief,

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

therefore,

praise

Gray Beards, Attend!

times from

tf

cure.

directly
Diseases,

rare

practical

value

Purchasers for (’ash may rest assured tnat
goods
this house will be made perfectly satisfacin
and quality.

Upholstery Work Allradrt

is designed exother remedies
also that it is warin every suspect, or the pricu

<(f the Lind hare failed to

as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. I*. 8.
Her so*. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church.
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its

bought at

Spiral

trHFMFMRFR-This medicine
pressly for tthstinnte cases, which all

yet every part of the body is dependent upon

boy,

The Best of Extension

impor-

discovery, wmcn is most wonderoperations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm

found Elsewhere In the State.

be

iip

ful in its

(Or made, at short notice, to any pattern customers
may direct,)
can

and is the very best thing
purpoae, as it wifi
numlhly sickness in case*
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all other remedies of the kind
Jiave been tried in vain.
OVER 2U»H> Bui ILLS have now
becu sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, aud without
the least ii^ury to health in any case.
In bottles of three
HT"It is put
different strength*, with full direclions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES—Full strength, 910; hall strength, 96;
quarter strength. 94 per bottle.
uown
bring on

Poor Itii lmid's Eye and Ear Water

manufacturing,

good workmen and thoroughly Reasoned stock,
he cau ftiruish the largest assortment of

Than

for the
{lc hufies.
the

them for life aud health.

Excbaagr Street,

BY STEAM POWER,
With

MATT1SON'S INDIAN EMMENAGOGIE.
This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, aud proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and sin-

tant to health and comfort than the Kyk and
Ear. and yet noue are less understood or more neglected
They seem to pass even comiuou observation,

NOW,

With increased facilities for

DR.

——-

staud.

52 and 54

Remedy

FOB FEMALES.

WATER /

x

At tho old

[Copyright secured.)

The Great Indian

m< II 4KIV*

EYE Sr EAR

Dyee,

dye,

»p<*

|

DYE!

market has been flooded for
years with different article* called llair
wnich have never
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. The xg
rLrn ultra ha* beeu reached at last in TODD'S
HAIR DYE. and the article has given eutire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It coutalaa
no iujurions ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for
using
—which are very simple—aecompaav each bottle.
One superiority of Todd's Lnx Sofia Hair
Dye over
all others is, yon do not have to cleanse the hair or
w ash it before or after using the
and there is bmi
one kind to be used, and that can be put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dve is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. L alike
all other dye*, ft will color long hair, which other
dyc« cannot do. Give this new article a trial, aa we
know you will use no other after once
using this.
Hf For sale only at

short time.

own sex.

W. D.
can save

a

N B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience iu constant attendjulldawtfS

by

rp You

relief in

HAIR

of obructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the couutrv with fall
directions,
UK HUGHES.
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street, corner of Middle, l’ortland.

Niagara Falls.

This road is broad guauk and is
New and Splendid Sleepiug Cars.

office.

producing

LADIES will rind it invaluable in all

RAILWAY.

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

Residence
and

vF“Dr. Boynton, having foil instruction from Dr.
Colton for generating and administering the Nitrous Oxide, or Exhiteraling Has, is now
ready to
administer this Gas to those who
may wish to inhale
it for the cure of Neuralgia. Diseased Lungs, he.
nov2i#
dkw 6m7

Eclectic Medical

At this establishment may be found an extensive as
sortment of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles, comprising Rich and
Medium Priced Drawing Room, Parlor
aud Chamber Furniture, of every description. Feather Beds and Mattresses of all kinds. Common
Furniture, Chairs, Looking Classes, kc

Cushnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott's School. Farmington,
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School. Kent’s Hid.
jullTdA wflm

erysipelas,

Lock Box, Boston. Mass.

to

Me.

dropsy.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
6 Temple Street, which they will Hud
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland. Detroit,
arrauged for
their estiecial accommodation.
Toledo, St. Paul. La Crosse. St. Louis,
Hr. II.** Eclectic Renovating Medicines areunrivalNew' Orleans, or any (>art of the
>** efficacy and
|
superior virtue in regulating all
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTU WE&T,
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific aud

tory

Litchtield Corner House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House, Vassalhoro.
Hallowed House, liadowell.
China House. ChinaFranklin House, Augusta.

e

Debility,

ocl6dAw3m

Portland,

Whrn- he will treat all clame* of Diiewea
by application of Electricity and the moat
approved remedies.

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR

EARNESTLY cautiou all young men suffering
from Nervous
Ac against endangering
tlieir health by patronizing any of the
advertising
quacks. You can fully recover*bv the methods used
by the Advertiser, and ly hundreds of others, a>u
is so OTHKK WAV.
Read a letter * bicb I will send
you if you will send no- a postpaid envelope bearing
your address. Diiect to
EDWARD II TRAVER.

I

Surgeon.

Dr. Boynton'* operation* and corra on the** deli
cate organ* have beeu moat aucceaatul, and
many of
them of a remarkable rbaraeter. Dr. B. having te*ted the advantage* of Eleetrieitv for the
paat fifteen
year*, upon Ihuuaand* of patient* in l'hilidelpbia
and other citie* of the United Stale*. i»
prepared to
trea all diaeaae* of whatever nature with umrimllrd
auecea*.
The following are among the diaeaae* which
Dr. B. ha* been emiueiitlv *ucce,.ful in
treating
Catarrh, conauraption. chronic catarrh, diaeaaea of
the throat, ulceration, aathma. bronchitic, di*ea»e* of
the long* In all their form*, gravel in all it*
forms,
diaeaae* of urinary organ*, diabetes, incontinence of
the urine*
blind lies*, amaurosis, cataract
scrofulous-ophthalmia, ulcer* of long standing, mercurial sores, tumor*, scrofula in all its forms,
cancer,
diseases of the skin, canker, piles, hemorrhoids. liver complaint, dyspepsia, diseases of the
kidnevs. stone. Ac., all sninal diiu>aii>« enniinra*
hip disease*, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism la all Ht
forms, deafaes*. muscular, contraction, white swellings. all uterine weaknesses, leucorrhcea, ffwor albas,
whites, flts. To the above might be added a long list
of diseases which Dr. B. has treated with equal success
All FF.MALE COMPLAINTS treated with
success, care and strict attention.
D. It. has many testimonials of important recoveries under his treatment, which can be seen
by calling
on him at hi* rooms.

To

mu

t

□

Quackery!

js « new Him

The Bed Bottom I honuhf of von fHittv merit,
expectations, and is fullv up to your high recommendations. I would cheerftilly recommend it to all who
desire to improve their •leepiugai*! tments.
AI STAPLES,
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16,1862.

No. 369 C ongress Street,

Portland.
Jull—dA wtfS

stamp for Circular.

and

RESIDENCE AND OFFICE

-itjr

Notice to m ood and Lumber Mer-

pleasure

anticipated.

DR. H. J. BOYNTON,

Electropathic Physician

f»le

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

excellent article.
LOT M. MORRILL.

Farmington.

practice

has treated thousands of case*, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild.
■ ud there is uo
interruption of busiuess or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 1<» at
night, at his office. 5 Temstreet
Charges moderate, and a cure guarauteed
u all cases.
.Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cure* without
dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cures without the disgusting and
sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new cases in a tew hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank aud
poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. aud no injurious effect, either coustitutibually or
locallv. can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
we»km*ss, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in
consumption or inif neglected, are speedily aud
permanently

Passengers lor this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Farmingtou May 5, 1862.
june23dtf

as an

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the “Anderson
Spriug Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must say it far
snrpcasee anything I had
My wile, who is feeble, has
had no good rest for six mouths till
occupying one of
these beds. She would uot
part with it on any account.
rkv. John allek.
Farmington, Feb. 28.1862.

Infirmary.

Established for the treatment qf those diseases in
both seres, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and .Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfleld; returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay tor East Dixfleld, Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingtield. on Wednesdays and Saturou Mondays and Fridays.
days, returning
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

For

Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in
my
house with tin “AOderson Spring Bed Bottom,” aud
I take pleasure in recommendiug this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thing
ol the kind with which I aiu acquainted.
A. If. ABBOTT.
Principal ol Family School. Little Blue,

I

Drue and

a

DK. HUGHES’

Eclectic Medical

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

ERIE

OFTICR

PRINCIPAL KALES

ET“ State Avrent for DAVIS It KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTKJC MACHINES.
eodkwtoctl

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

can

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
•‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.” I have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, aud do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
Du. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

surnum

i

OF

THE NEATEST MANNER.

13

requires frequent dres-lpg the /ylcbalhas no equnL No lady's toilet
is comt*Ut« without it
Bold by Druggist* throughout the World.
Who«e Hair

LARD OIL,

And ill
] faint other article* usually kept in
establishment.

Saco^

[From non. Josiah II. Drummond ]
‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and
I
pleased with it.
Josiah h. dkummond.
Portland, July 23,1862.
[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I

Vov TLaAve* mvi C\uUftu

OILS,
DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL,

am using the
am very much

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Bnt acts directly Born tto n*cta rf the Hair, firing
them the natural n* art btm rt reqit’n d fruttrlng the
Mime vitality and luxwicu» quantity at in y<-uth.

"PAINTS,

VARNISHES,

I

on an
to an acre,

..

bottoms, but consider the Auderson
uot better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

We have introduced several of the
justly celebrated “Anderson Spriug Bed Bottom” to our
sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference o%er any aud all othere we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers w ho desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin a son,
Fraukliu House, Bangor, Me.
May 12.1863.

demanded in this State

Business Cards of Every
Style and Cost.

'

UP Tickets sold in Portlaud at lowest Boston rate

Portland, June 16. 1862.

PERFCMERT,

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS. BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

Steep f
Falls, Baldwin. Ilirarn, Limingtou, Brownfield. |
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,

Having introduced the -Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” info
my house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
an
easy and healthy bed. 1 am using several kinds

Fancy Types,

do any work

:

TO

Its Original Youthful Color
\\ vs, wo\ UV

AND FANCY GOODS.

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1.1862.
aftdtf

Under United Staten Hotel, Portland.

BOOT AND

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN

summer.

F'roh.ock,

it

GENUINE MEDICINES,

Kallroad.

chants.

H^m
^Nfr fail*
To Restore Grey Hair

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

On and after Monday, November 10,
trains will leave as follows, until further
orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.15 A. M. and
3.30 P 41.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. 31., and
2.00 and 5.15 P. M
The 2.00 P. M. train out. and ths 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
car- attached.
Stages connect at Saccarappa dailv for South Windham, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish,

and

Rendering It soft, rilky and glossy, and disposing It to
remain In any dcrired potitian; qaic^ !y cleansing tho
scalp, arresting the fnil and Imparting a healthy and
natural color to the

-OKA LKR IN-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

GENERAL AGENT.

—

Haddock,.lj^a

granted October, 1862.

ID. K..

PORTLAND, MAINE.

..

Hake.1 55o;l 7o Round Hogs.5j“ ddi
Herring,Shorepbl.4 @ 4} Hams.10a 11c
do. Labrador., none. City Smok'd Hams.none,
do. Scaledpbx 33a4*>c
Prodace.
do. No. 1 .26@30 Beef p qu’r p lb. 6
@ 74
Mackerel p bbl.,
Eggs, p doz. 20 a22
Bay No. 1.910i@ll Potatoes. pbbl.9150ai 75
Bay No. 2.Tjct 8 Chickens, Spring 8 @10
Bay No. 8.5* a 6 Lamb.5 @ 8
Shore No. 1-10* a llTurkies. 9 ral2
2.7}(a 72 Geese.9 @10

York A Cumberland

Estate of Patrick (Allan. late of Portland,
THE
deceased, having been represented insolvent,the
of Probate has

PRESS

Logwood,
< ainpeachy.2
@24
St. Domingo.ljia 2

Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
Yellow, Venetian Bed25,
Spanish Brown dry 20,
in tnl 30 pc at! ral., YetExtract Logwood.12j‘a 14
Nic
Wood. @
lour and other Ochres50c
Reach
.3| g 4] p 100 lbs. Paris White
Hed
.8}a 3] dry 60c. in oil 91 60,
.2 a
Sapan
Halting 60c p MO lbs.
guercitron Bark. 2}g 2] R’tl’d L ad. in oil.910a 104
Red Sanders.3 is 6 Lewis Lead, “.lOealoj
Boston Lead,
l>uch.
..9}g
French Zinc,
10a 104
Ihity 30 pc ad ral.
Ka vens.46c@)
Amer. Zinc,
.8 @84
Rochelle Yellow.. .3 a 34
Portland, No. 3. 90 gj
No. 10. 56 g±
Eng. Ven. Red_3 a 3t
Navy, S'r, No. 3 89
Litharge.lo@
No. 10 55
Hed Lead.10,2
Tent Duck,
Planter.
U. S. 10 oz.66 @
Duty Free.
12 oz.66 gj
Per ton Soil.175@178
Prathers.
Hard.ltM»al62
Duty 30 pc ad ral.
Ground.50O@660
Live Geese p lb 50 @65
Provl.ion*.
Russia.25 &
Duty Bee/ and Pork lc,
Plah.
Lard, Bacon and Hams
Duty For 100 lb * foreign 2c. Butter and Cheese 4c
caught
Herring 9 1. p lb.
Mackerel 92, Salmon 93: Ch’go Mess Beef.912 @>14
and all other pickled in Portland do.
12*gl3
this. 91 60 P bbl., other- Pil'd ext. do.
14* a 144
wise 50c 4* ctcf. From Pork, extra clear. 164 (a if
Prorinces free
Pork, clear. 16J @16
Cod large p qut..94@ 4j Pork, mess. 14lal5
small.3a 3; Pork, extra do
13t@J44
Pollock.2ja 2| Pork. Prime. li @llj

Clapp’, Block, Congrni Street,

The great unequalled Preparations far
Restoring, Invigorating, Beautifying
and Dressing the Hair,

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.t

and Thomas!on.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Port I and.
B. 11. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta. Nov. 15. 1862.
novl8

Notice.

STEAM

ZYLOBALSAMUM,

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

CENTRAL HOUSE,

lnxi f (JUTLAND DAILY

41.

Stages leave Bath daily at 8.U0 1*. M.. for Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland

I

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH

36@140

...2J@
Camwood.4^ 4}

Mail Line.

Nov. 19th,
will leave as fol-

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

lullows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY', at 4 P. 31., and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY'
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. 31.
These vessels are fitted
up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most
speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New Y'ork
and 3Iaiue. Passage $6,00, including Fare aud State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from 31ontrt»a],
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
s'earners an early as 3 P. 31., on the
day that tliep
leave Pori laud.
For freight or pa««age apply to
KMhlKY k FOX, Brown’s‘Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New Y'ork.
Dec. 6.18 a.
dtf
run as

Soda.6{

Oil_106@112

Steamships

“CHESAPEAKE," Capt. Willett,
‘‘PARKERSBURG,’’ Captain
tcfWMBgl Hoffman, will, until further notice,

Weekly

—

Assafattida. /stn-Hosin.... ..18*@20

@96

fkst

Y,

with the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad for Burnham, Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec & Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
& Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills

LINE.

and

splendid

II A

Augusta for Bath. Portland and Boston, at 10.46 A.
31., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and
Farmington.
Leave Portland for Bath ami Augi-ta at LOOP. M.,
connectiug with the Androscoggin trains at Brunswick for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Farmiugton; and at Augusta w ith the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Vassalboro’, Waterville, Kendall's Mills and Skowhogan; and at Kendall’s Mills

Portland and New York Steamers*

SEMI-WEEKLY

H

Wednesday,

lows:

l'ortianu on or about the 20th inst. Has first rate
accommodations for
first, second aud
passengers,
third class. For freight
or passage apply to
FREER, BOYD k CO.,
No. 8 Galt's Block, Commercial Street.
dec9

dtf

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
retreats from the dust and turmoil of our

THE

0n >,1(1 ancr

i3J!“5SB8 IMS, paaaenger trains

and

new

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

BATH. MAINE.

■-

splendid,

powerful
fgfly Steamship “Ma vbocokdatos," A 1,
12 years, 1200 tons, 600 horse
power—
T. S. Ewen. Commander, will leave

connec *<i

ABOUT
tain,

CORDAGE,

The

II

MEDICAL.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

M ONTREAL

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor.

r

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

STEAM TO LONDON DIRECT.

P LU MM?:

Bath, June 23.1862.

.844

@

CUSTOM

pleas-

WHITE STAR LINE"
Of Steamships.

with house.

@30

BURLEIGH'S.

MILITARY

M.

or

j

886, Wabhinqtok St., Bath.

]_1

Turpentine

a/ass. F/or Sulphur,Sen-Tnrxuaiiiui ljfrt] OfiA/iOK?.
Arrowroot, (,tnseng
Oakum.
20 pc. Bleaching Pow-Duty: Free.
ders 30c p cwt. £ogn; American.gl® 9]
60c p cwt., 8a! Soda and oil.
Soda Ash ]c p lb. ('rude Duty Sperm, Whale and
Brimstone 93 and Boll other Fish Oils qf/brdo. 96 p ton, Alcohol 40c
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
ral.. Linseed. Hemp seed
P gal.
Alum P tt>.4 @ 6c
and Bapeseed28c p go!..
Aloes.30 @ 37 O/ire 23c. Salad 60c,
Arrow Root.17 @40
Palm, Seal and CocoaBorax .28
nut 10c p gal.
Brimstone (roll). 44@ 5 Portland kerosene
Bi-Carb.
gg* Iliuininat'g Oil.70 @76c
Sulphur.« @ 6] Machine.80 @ 82
Sal Soda.3li@ 4 Ciarine.
Camphor.1 40a 1 50 Sperm Winter. 20g'a210
Cream Tartar-36 «66 Whale, ref. Wint 98 d M0
do.
Logwood ex.12jal4
Crude.90 @92
Maguesiu.28 ^36 Grand Bank and
Indigo. Mia, fine.91 m 2
Bgy Chaleur. 926 @29
Madder.17c a 18 Shore.24
@26
Opium.99 o94 Linseed.91 32'aTl36
1
Rhubarb.200@ 225 Boiled.
Alcohol.87
Lard Oil.1 u6»ol 10
Fluid.1 10 @1 25Olive Oil.1 75@1 80
Cain phene. 2 90 @
Castor Oil.2 U5@2 10
Saltj>etre.11 g.23 Neats foot
Vitriol.12
Onion*
Drrwoods.
p bbl.93 .37d3 50
Duty: Free.
ip bush.1 anal 33
Harwood.,
Palm*.
Brazil Wood.13 @
Duty On White Lead dry
or ground in oil and Bed
Fustic, Cuba .2 a 2) Lead 92 40 p 100 lb®.
Sav an villa. 11.a. 2
Litharge 24c, Oxide qf
Zinc 2k pib, Prussian
liypernic.4]@ 6

informs the

net.

selling, regardless of Cost,

AT

es,

undersigned respectfully

public that he has leased the above House,
Federal Street, Portland, -id invites
the travelling community to call aud see if
he knows “how to keep a hotel.” Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t ible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the induce-

Magnesia

Liguorice,

HOUSE."

on

9]

30~@35

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!

“

HOTELS.

Spring.9

RAILROADS.
_

Varnish.
Tobacco.
Furniture.82 (® 8
Duty: Leaves unmanvfac- Coach..... .31^ 6
tured 26. all other kinds Damar.3 ja 4
35 $>c ad ral.
Wool.
O's&lO's best br’ds.70 @76c Duty
lb
Costing 18c
do.
medium. .66 (5)08 | and under 5 fee, over 18c
do.
common. 60 (a62
to 24c
lb 8c, over 24c
half tbs best br'ds.78 i580
9c p lb.
do. med.good.66 (570 Fleece.45 (565c ;
do. common. ..60 (562 Lambs.45(553
Natural Leaf, lbs.81 5 lj
Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil.1$@ 2 Thity: In blocks or pins
Tin.
j ljc, in sheets 2c ty lb,
Duty: Pig 15c, Plates 26 manufactures qf 80 |>c
1
a*i val.
4>c ad val.
Banca, cash.43c,® 44 Figs and slabs.6j@ 64
Straits, cash.40 542 Sheet Losslmaun. 114 al2
Plates-Char.I.C.8124513 Sheathing --90 5
"
do.
I.X. .15 (516
Exchange.
Coke.Ilj5l2 London—60d. 1 47 @ 150
Wood.
Paris../8 82J{g3 90 !
Hard, retail.87@ 7$

••

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

STEAMBOATS.

Souchong.60 566

Duty

Gesebal Agebt roB the State or Maibb.
Office No.74 Middle xt..opposite Poxtothce,
Portland, Oct. 17, IStB.
oclTdfcw

Soft,

MRS. M.C.
1

»o.

IS (torn

THE

F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale

BROWS, Proprietor,
No tlO Arch

St., Philadelphia.

$20.

MISSOURI I.AXH COME AX Y hmptrcliftM.l from the ll»miit»l A SI Ji-rph K.itomd
in Northern Missouri,
Company a large tract of land of
Hamilton, t aldwell
town
adjoining the nourishing
and
manafccturing
farming
for
purposes,
County,
and have divided their property into lots and Ihrms.
They are offend to subscribers in share# of f*a> each.
with fhll information, can be had by callingoa

Map*,

I

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
ana

dtf

*

